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CHAPTER - 5 
ASCERTAINING THE INVESTMENT REQUIREMENT, 




In Chapter-4 twelve(l2) co~pleta alternative technolo~ies 
for the production of zrey cloth have been established, ty ccmbi-
nin~ four (4) stages of pro~uction either entirely fro~ the modern 
or the intermediate technologies, or from a cocbination of modern, 
intermediate and traditional technologies. The follo\.;ing Chapter 
(i.e Ch.-5) has extensively dealt with the type and the"nuffiber of 
machinery required to combine these technologies under factory shed 
or cottage level production. In order to aid economic evaluation , 
it is now essential to cost these technologies to ascertain the 
investment requireT7ient of each cor;Jplete technology. Eesides the 
investment cost. a knowledge of the operating costs of these tech-
nologies is prequisite for their appraisal. It is aeainst this back-
ground} that this chapter attempts to identify all tte cost 
elements involved in both investccnt and operating costs, and 
finally determine the total cost of the twelve (12) alternative 
technologies. It is to be expected that these costs will vary 
across the modern, intermediate and traditional technologies. This 
variation could result frorn the difference in investment costs, the 
type of machinery and their sources, location of the productiori 
unit, construction structure of the factory or production shed, etc. 
1:Jhile the operating costs could vary due to raw-material and other 
input costs, labour wage-rate, maintenance costs, etc. Tax and 
duties on alternative sources of machinery and raw-material input 
also play an important part in this. It has been already discussed 
in the section on 'Data Requirement and their Related Data Sources', 
about the nature of inforGation required and the emphasis given 
on collecting these inforoation to enable costing of the establish-
ed technologies selected for this study. The costing which 
follows would first be dealing with the investment costs for the 
organised sector technolo~ies with alter~ative sources of machinery, 
followed by the decentralised and the traditional technologies; 
9.nd ·,rot:ld then deal vJit:, the opera tine costs. 
-~-
Investment Costs 
The total investment cost would be constructed for complete 
textile proce~ses Of- the twelve alternative technologies identified 
in Chapte~-4. As these alternative technologies combine pr&Spinning 
spinnina, pre-weavinr and weavinr of modern, intermediate, KVIC ... 0 0 0 
and traditional technologies, therefore their costing would have 
to be on the basis of these four stages of production.These would 
then combine to form the cost of a complete technology. The 
total investment cost has been disaggregated as follows :-
I Land and Land Developcent Cost 
II Construction and Infrastructural Cost 
III ~achinery an~ Equip~ent Cost 
IV Other Costs 
V Korkin~ Capital. 
T~e total investment costs of the alternative technolosies 
should assi~ilate all t~ese cost elements. The cost elements 
I-IV do not involve any operating costs,but in estimating the 
working capital for each technology inforrr:ation on raw-material, 
wage , maintenance costs and the selling price of the yarn or the 
grey cloth are required. Therefore an estimate of the working 
capital should ideally be attempted after having established the 
operating costs and the revenue of the technologies. However, in 
the present case the working capital would be associated with the 
investment costs although they would be calculated after the estab-
lishment of the operating costs. It is to be noted that the cons-
truction period i.e froc the settinz-up to the project until start 
up time would vary for different technologies. It has been 
assu~ed to be three (3) years for ~odern, two and one years for 
ir1teriJediate and KVIC t8c:,nologies(3ee CLapter-1,). ~-Ihile as re;ard:i 
the tracl it i onal te elmo lo -~-;r, it L:ls be en ass u r;1ed that t ;- e lao os 1.., ave 
tructicn ti~:.e. T~te 1-rc,:;re33 of U:e construction '.-.rork at erJ.c!l yee.r 
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during the commissioninc of the mill would also likely to vary 
for different technologies. 'I!:erefore, an estimate o: the per 
centa;;e of accorn_?lis!-,r.:ent of ti;e construction of the fctctory sl:ec,, 
other building and other infra-structures at the end of each year 
includinc the t ir:.e t L:;e re'l u ired for the installation of n:ach inery 
should be ~ade for the alternative technologies. The total invest-
ment costs , as stated earlier, would then follo~ for modern, 
intermediate , KVIC and t~e traditional technologies. 
Modern Technolo~v 
The total investcent costs , as mentioned earlier, would 
ideally be required to he assessed for the four stages of pro-
duction. However, careful observation shows that for modern 
composite unit or modern SlJinnin,~, the service centre ·and the 
traditional weaving, the production stages I and II have been com-
bined with the same source of technology~ The only exception is 
that the ring finishing processes viz. Reeling, Eundle and Bailing 
press which required for modern spinning to supply yarn to the 
Service Centre or the Handloon weavers are eliminated when the 
production takes place within a co~posite unit. It would therefore 
be essential to determine V1e total inve['trnent costs for a com'plete 
spinning unit producing yarn as an intermediate output. For 
composite unit,costing would be done separately for the spinning 
unit ,;efCfJ-j.9f-:P&i.shing sub-processes and the Heaving sect ion, and 
then they would be added up to arrive at the total investment cost 
of the composite unit. It is to be noted that for the Heaving 
section, the costs of prepratory and Weaving processes (i.e stage 
III and IV) do not have to be identified separately, as because 
for the composite unit they are assumed to be from the same source 
f' 1 • As an al~rnative. t• h b 1 d o_ mac 2nery .y t.ne moc,ern \·Ieavlnt; sec lOll ave een rep_ace 
e..ither S,e.r.v.ice Centre . completely by ~ne t.raaltlonal pre-weavlng and handloom. 
~he costing of the alternative technologies in the modern sector 
would be done for the complete spinning unit and 
subsequently for the composite unit with machine~y sources from 
n~, Japan, India and ~umania. 
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Land and Land Develoo~ent Costs (Cost Element-!) 
'!hen setting up a pl::J.nt, the lar..d has to be purchaser.. and 
developed i.e it should be levelled or filled up if it is a low 
lying land and Dade ready for construction work to take place. 
Some of the costs for this is incurred at the very beginning, 
which involves the purchase of the land and 75 per cent of the 
development work that has to be done before the project is formally 
commissioned. In other words, this expenditure has to be made at 
the beginning of the year- I. The rest 25 per cent land development 
/ 
cost would take place in the second year. This has been assumed 
from the experiences of the BTi:C, vihere a project has been observed 
to take as long four(4) to five(5) years to complete. The land 
requirement for composite spinninz and composite unit have been 
taken to be 16 and 20 acres ( i.e 64,670 and 88,920 sq. meters) 
respectively and the price per acre to be · Tk. 47,600. The land 
requirement and its price per acre and the cost of its development 
have been assumed to be identical for all sources of modern techno-
logies viz. UK, Ru~::J.nia, Japan and India. Table 6.1 below g ves 
the total land and land develop~ent costs for all the sources of 
technologies 
TABLE 6.1 
Land and Land Develooment Costs of Modern Technolo~v 
Sources Frodn. Unit!/ Cost of DevQ1o(ment 
of Tech. Stages Land (Tk.) Cost Tk.) 
UK/ Japan Spinning 764,800 934,980 
(Stage I+II+RF) 
Spinning(I .. II) 669,150 817,970 
Weaving( III) 382,450 467,440 
Composite (I to IV) 1,051,600 1' -'85 '410 
]} Types of Units: Complete Spinning Unit (Stages I • II+ RF ) 
Spinning for Compo::~ite Utlit (Stage I .... II) 
We~ving for Compouite Unit (St~e III~ IV) 
Compouite Unit(Stages I to IV) 
Total 







The table shows that land and land development comprise 
45 and 55 per cent o~ t~e total costs. T~e total land and land 
develop~ent cost for a complete spinning unit which supplies 
yarn to the Service Centre and the handloom weavers is about 
Taka 1.7 million. The total cost,of a composite unit which is shown 
separately for spinning and weaving(composite) in the table adds 
up to about Taka 2.34 million • These costs as already mentioned 
are identical for all technology sources and have shown on an 
annual basis during the construction period of the projects in 
a detailed form in appendix 6.1 • 
Construction and Infra-Structural Costs (Cost Element-II) 
\·!"hile selecting machinery it was discovered that the alter-
native sources of supply required different floor space area, 
similarl~r the nature of construction for alternative technologies 
have also been found to be varied. For modern technology, the 
construction would be as sentioned, of concrete foundation with 
concrete floor and roof and brick walls. The entire construction 
structure could be decomposed into functional buidldings , which 
comprises of the factory shed, godown, administrative and other 
buildings,residential buildings such as quarters for the manager 
and other administrative and technical staffs and finally, utility 
and infra-structural facilities like internal roads, surface 
drains , etc. The total construction costs can also be expresed in 
the same fashion. These are shown in appendix 6.2. It appears 
from the appendix that the construction per square meter varies 
according to the types of factory building as for example the cost 
for factory shed per square meter is about Taka ~736, while for 
the waste cotton godown it is}f~~fo~ 8 It h~ been mentioned earlier 
that the total construction period would be spread over three (3) 
years. _ Table 6.2 belo·:J shovrs the yearly accomplishments of the 
total constructibn work in terms of percentage :-
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TABLE 6.2 
Percentage of the Yearly Construction Accomnlishrnents 
Type of 
Construction lst Yen.r 
i)Functional Bldg. 20 
ii)Residential Bldg. 20 
iii)Utilities 10 








.Table 6.3 . shows that in the first year 25 per cent of the 
functional and 20 per cent of the residential buildings and 10 per-
cent of the utility constructions have been accomplished. These 
costs are assu~ed to have already been incurred at the beginning of 
the first year. This can be substantiated from the evidence 
that in the BTMC new mills, some building construction and 
structural work tate place to provide accornodation for the construc-
tion workers and the project management staff even before the 
project work is begun. Fesides, it has been observed that, the cons-
truction materials are brou;ht earlier than the taking place of the 
actual construction work. This is to counteract any regular materia: 
supply problem , which is a cosrnon feature in Bangladesh. The tabla 
shows the total cost of the alternative sources of complete spinn-
ing (I~ II ) composit.e(Ito IV) , units. The cost of the composite unit 
is the sum of the composite spinning(I..:II) and weaving(III+~Vl unit. 
these have been sho~n in table 6.3. 
TABLE 6.3 
Total Construction Cost of Mouern Technolo~ies. 
(In Million Taka) 
Source of Spinning Cost Spinning weaving Composite Cost 
Technology (I ... n ... run Index (I,..II) (III• IV) (I to IV) Index --
UK 42.20 100 38.09 30.02 68.1.2 100 
JAPAN 41.81 99 37.82 ,1.10 68.92 101 
INDIA 41.30 97.9 )7 .13 30.66 67.79 99.5 
RUNANIA 41.89 99.3 51.41 30.91 68.38 100.4 
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It is to be noted that , the construction cost for resi-
dential buildin~s, utilities an~ infra-str~cture have been taken 
to be identical across all the technology sources. The variation 
in the construction costs is therefore due to the difference in the 
functional buildin~ especially the factory building area,See 
·~ (,.t'i'C: <" -





and composite unit shows that they vary between 41.3 to 
67.79 to 68.92 million respectively. The cost of complete 
technolog1.es 
unit for UK,Japanese,Rumanian & Indian / are Tk. 422.00 
Tk. 418.08m, Tk. 413.02m and Tk. 418.93million respec-
tively. And for composite unit of these technologies, they are 
Tk. 68:.07m , Tk. 689.22m, Tk. 677.92 and Tk. 683.80 million res-
pectively. The variation in the construction costs appears to be 
less significant which is only about 1.6 to 2.1 per cent for 
spinning and composite units respectively. Taking the UK technolog~ 
as the ba~~s~he construction cost index have been calculated for 
the rest of the technologies. Calculations show that , as regards 
the spinning unit, the UK has the highest oonstruction cost 
followed by Rumania, Japan and India. For the composite units, 
Japan emerges as the technology with the highest construction cost 
followed by Rumania, UK and India. The Japanese need for high · 
construction cost has been attributed to its use of large nu~ber 
of looms in contrast to other technologies. 
Machinery and Equipment Cost (Cost Element-III) 
The cost of machinery and equipment have been based on the 
number of machinery selected for each sub-process. In addition 
to this , any additional machinery and equipment like the workshop 
machinery and also the cost of spares have been included in the 
total machinery requirement. Auxiliary machines such as the Card 
Grinding, Roller Covering machinery for maintenance , testing 
equipment for quality control of yarn and cloth, workshop machinery 
such as lathe, drill, etc have been considered in the total costs 
and their costs have been assu~ed to be identical across the 
technolo~ies. Ttese costs have been esti8atcd from the new sills 
u n de r the sup c r v is ion of t ::. e E 'L : C . 'Ih is has be en d one s o a s be cause 
it is difficult to get the detailed prices of the auxiliary machi-
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nery from the manufacturer who sometimes do not even manufacture 
these ffiachinery. '&11a cost EtJtir..atos obtainnhlo frorr: t~e pm~~C 
<1.,..,., ,,., . .,lly fo"" anxili~ry :-:-"q~-inc'~·:- ''l~ic':--:. :.:lrg ::rg:ontl:- in t•_oe. 
Similarly, the cost of 3ir-conditioning plant for the spinning 
units, humidifiers for the weaving sections and electrical sub-
station are taken from t~1e -BTi-iC and have been assumed to/bidentical 
across the technologies. Although~he air-conditioning plant is 
identical for all spinning units,hut the number of humidifiers 
for the weaving sections varied 
as the number of looms varied considerably across the techno-
logies. According the cost for humidification was adjusted across 
the technologies. It has been found that the total machinery 
prices quoted by the supplier included two-years' supply of spares 
and their costs. These spares cost would, therefore, be included 
in the investment costs, and at the initial period of operation 
no additional spares cost would be considered • 
It has been mentioned earlier that, the machinery prices for 
UK, and Rucanian sources o~ technology were not available especi-
ally for the su~-processes in ~reparatory weaving section (stage 
III) • Eowever, t~is was not a problem for the Japnnese and 
Indian machinery. To overcome this constraint as discussed alFeady 
t , · d/in.::-'h · f th FT" t ' 1 b '+ t d b ;1e cone-wl.n ma.e~clnery o . e _,:_ ecnno ogy \·Jere su. Sl.uU e y 
French and the warping, sizing, and pirn-winding machinery by USA 
supply sources and their machinery prices were used. For Rumanian 
h . ;e:x:ce I?.t fo.r Cone.-Hind in2',, t' . . d. ,._, . mac. lnery, -c.::e . .;arplng, s lZ ln~ ami r1e plrn-~Jln J.ng mac.1lnery 
prices have been estimated by calculating the price co-effecient 
for all the sources of machinery from the FOE price of the ~pinninc 
machinery. 2/ Table 6.4 shaHs the calculated price co-effecient 
for UX,Japanese, Rumanian and Indian technologies :-
~/ These prices do not include the cost of the auxiliary 
machinery, accessories and testing equipment~. 
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TABLE 6.4 

















The price co-effecient varies between 1 to 1.41 for Indian 
and UK technolo;ies. The Ru~anian warping, sizing and pirn-winding 
prices have been estimated by multiplying the Indian prices with 
the co-effecient 1.021. T~e prices used for pirn-winding , warping 
d . . _.;f.11or UK technolo2"y ..J • t' t' . f'" · t 1 1 t d an SlZln~ ave oeen coPp~elJ Wl n ne prlce co-e_reclen ca cu a e 
above. It shows that the relative prices for pirn-winding,sizinE 
and warping machinery from India and UK are 1.41, 1.55 and 1.91 
respectively. 
The total machinery cost have been divided into two groups: 
imported and local machinery, equipoent and material costs. 
Import~d machinery involves both FOB and CIF costs, while the local 
machinery shows the ex-factory costs. The freight costs shown for 
machinery from the UK is 6 per cent of the FOB price, while for the 
Japanese and the Rumanian it is 5 per cent and for the Indian 
4 per cent respectively. The imported machinery and equipment 
besides their CIF costs, involve 7 per cent import taxes and duties,
2.5 per cent landing charge and transportation to the factory site, 
0.5 per cent local agent commission and 2 per cent miscellaneous 
and other costs. In all, it would require a total of 12 per cent 
on CIF cost for imported machinery to reach at the factory site. 
For local machinery, equipment and materials,20 per cent excise: 
duty, 2 per cent transportation cost and 3 per cent miscellaneous 
and other costs would be re~uired which is a total of 25 per cent or
t~e ex-factory cost at the factory site. All these estimates have 
been prepared to give the total ~achinery and equipment cost at the 
factory site. 
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The total costs of imported and local machinery, equipment 
and m~terials including their taxes and duties, costs of trans-
portation and other costs have been given in appendix 6.3 in 
ter r.:a of foreign and local currenc:/. Table 6.5 be lmv sho' . .JS 
t}le total coat of mach iner~r, eq uip:;;ent and materials for complete · 
f 
· · d · J or · t d · t t ,., , sp1nn1ng an weav1n~ compos1 e an compos1 c ecr.no-"spinning 
logies from U[, Japan, India and Rumania. All tl1ese costs are incurr-
ed in the third year of the project life. 
TABLE 6.5 
Total Machine of Modern Technolo 
Taka 
Sources of Spinning Cost Spinning weaving Composite Cost _ . 
Technology (I+IIT'RF) Index (I+-II ) (III-t-IV) (I to IV) Index 
UK 185.74 100 177.83 204.51 382.34 100 
JAPAN 163.64 88.1 155.14 138.57 293-72 76.8 
INDIA 127.56 68.7 121.78 146.12 267.90 10.0 
RUNANIA 132.30 71.2 12). 56 151.92 217.48 72.6 
' ' , - . - - . 
The table shows that tho oost of th~ ~pinnin~ 2nd the co~posite 
11 nit ~~ c> iner~r a eros"' the t e c,..,nolo,::7 s onrc Q:; Yel ri~H; 1:-otuoon 
Tl~. 127.5t to Tl:. 125,74 ar.:: T~:. 262.9 to T1::. 382 • .34 million rospoG-
1'.--L. 
tivol;;. The cost of cooplete spinning units for UK, Japanese, 
Rumanian and Indian technologies are Tk.l85.74m, Tk.l63.64m, Tk,l27. 
56~and Tk.l32.30 million respectively. And for the composite units 
of these technologies, they are Tk.382.34m, Tk.293.72m, Tk.267.90m 
and Tt.277.43 Dillion respectively. Unlike the c6nstruction costs, 
t~e v~riations here a~c quite si:nificant , and are about 31 per ceni 
sho·.rs t~·.at fer bot:. 
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The costs for spinning 
~nd conposite unit cacliinery i~ the highest to the lo~est order 
are from UK, Japanese, Pu~anian and Indian sources. There is very 
little difference between the cost indices of the spinning and 
composite units of Indian and Rumanian sources when compared with 
the UK machinery. For instance, the cost indices of Indian and 
Rumanian technoloeies were 63.7 and 71.2 for spinning units respec-
tively, while for the composite units, they were 70 and 72.6 res-
pectively. However, this is not so with the Japanese machinery 
where the index number for the spinning unit is 88.1 while for the 
composite unit it is 76.8 • 
• This indicates that the Japanese weaving machi-
nery are cheaper than the spinning as compared to UK machinery. 
This low price is inspite of the use of 100 more looms by the 
Japanese technology. 
Installation and Ct\er Costs (Cost Element V) 
The total installation an~ other costs includes installation 
expenses, admininstrative and overheads and finally contingency. 
The installation cost is only to be regarded for inported machinery 
The local machinery prices inclu~e the ~anufacturer 1 s responsibilit 
to install them in the factories.• The total local machinery cost 
includes Reeling, worksho? machinery and electrical materials for 
spinning units, while the Reeling machinery is excluded for the 
comcosite units. Over 50 per cent of the total local costs 
co~prises of electrical materials which do not require any insta-
llation cost. TI1e Reeling and workshop machinery unlike the 
icported machinery which coce in cocponents, are brought to the 
f~ctory site as couplete rac~inery and hence entail very little 
installation works·' The installatio:!1 expenses arc 
/ a.n,9.:; mills 6urrently under con~truction -~ 
estimated from the new 
j. 
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which has been assu~ed to be identical for spinning and 
cosposite units across all tl'8 tecl:nolo[;y sources. This ccst 
coE:prLoes of supervisj_on S?.lr:,r~' rlurir_.; ti:e cor1struction period, 
plus overl1ead s on ti1c sc s;:1l:1r i3 s to cover stat ioncry and other 
costs (.See appendix 6. 4) . Finall;y a c ont inzency of 5 per cent over 
total local cost i.e the cost in local currency 
on. land and land development , construction and local cost co , • OJ.. Ir.aCDl-
nery and equip~ent have been included in 'other costs'. The total 
installation and other costs are spread over a three years period 
during the construction of the project. The installation cost is 
being incurred on the 3rd year, while the administrative and over-
head costs are spread over three years as shown in the above 
appendix. The contingencies have also been taken to be spread over 
a period of three years with 20 per cent expenditures in the first 
year and 40 per cent during the 2nd and 3rd years. 
shows the total and the other costs incurred 
by all the alternative sources of technologies. 
TABLE 6.6 
Total Installation Cost of Nodern Technologies 
(In Million Taka) 
Source of Spinning Cost .Spinning Weaving 
Technology (I II RF) Index (I II) (III IV) 
UK 1o.oo· 100 9.50 8.51 
JAPAN 9. 27 92.7 8. 76 6.45 
INDIA 8.08 80.8 7.65 6.67 
RU11ANIA 8. 27 2.7 1.19 6.71 
Composite 












The table sho-vrs t~1a t t:-10 total installation costs .,.. v~.r ig"' fo:r 
~ 1·-.14.?'1 to l''· 1° 01 :''il1io~: rc~~~·"'c:+iF" 1 }. rr;:g co;;ot of corr.plete 
spinning units for UK, Japanese, Rumanian and Indian technologies 
are Tk.lOO.OOm , Tk.927.06m , Tk.808.55rn and Tk.826.75million 
respectively. Anct for the coc~osite units of these technologies, 
they are Tk.l80.llm , Tk.l52.llc , Tk.l43.2lm and Tk.l45.03 million 
respectively. The cost varies almost identically for both the 
spinning and composite units with 20 per cent variation between 
the minimum and the maximum costs. The indices calculated with UK 
as the base technoloky shows that it(UK) has the highest installa-
tion and other costs for both spinning and weaving units while 
the Indian source has the lowest costs. The ranking of the costs 
are identical for both spinning and weaving and follows in the 
order of UK, Japan, Rucania and India. 
~·JorkinP" Capita.l 
The importance of working capital is closely dependant on the 
stocks of raw-material, material in the processing stage, finished 
goods, stock of spares and accessories and the cash in hand. As 
has been discussed in Chapter-2 that about 99 per cent of the 
raw-cotton used are imported. Almost all the textile mcahinery are 
also imported, therefore , a large proportion of the spares too are 
externally procured.The raw-cotton and spares stock level would 
depend on the source of supply. · 
As the sources of supply are outside the 
country, a high level of stock is desired. The time taken for 
processing the materials would depend on the effeciency of the 
machinery, labour productivity and equally importantly on the type 
of technology applied. The machine with higher speed as for 
example the modern technology, would require less time for process-
ing than machinery and equip~ent with lower speed i.e intermediate 
and the traditional technologies. The processing time should 
therefore accomodate such factors. The stock level of finished 
cooJs would depend on tte kind of market for which the product has 
It is for certain. ..L.L.,..-1. v:.::. .. v 
even with identical products brouc~t about by the modern, int~r­
rr.ediate and traditional technologies , the market aimed at by ttes 
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are different. The nature of the market and the production 
technology t~emselve would influence the level of stock of finished 
[OOds maintaine~ bv t~e alter~ative sector of tec~nolo~ies. • u Finall~' 
t:1e cash-in-r~c>.nc 1.·roulc1 involve pe.ying tl1e ..,.;ages and salaries and 
miscellaneous payments involved. The total working capital , should 
thereofere, take all these factors into account. 
The above para~eter have been decided based· upon estimates 
made by three sources, viz.,The ~ederland Economic Institute 
Report on the 1 Feasibility of a Textile Promoting Plant in Eangla-
desh 1 3/ , Pickett and Rotsons 1 study on!Tte choice of Technology 
in Cotton Cloth Production 1 (1981), !/,and finally from the 
ET:;c Planning and Develo_pment ~epartrr;ent. The Eederland report 
being a country specific study is a very relevant guide although 
it does not deal specifically trith cotton cloth production. Pickett 
and Robson deal explicitly with the working capital requirements of 
the developing countries though not with particular reference to 
Bangladesh, but their wort has relevance to cotton cloth production 
':'he BT!~;c on the other hc:.nd does rc.ot deal vritL the specific elewer..ts 
that constitul::e tl:e vior::ir.c; C3.pit.:.l, but ratl:er assu~::e a fixed 
lu~p-sum for the working c~pital. . ·Table 6. 7 bela-;.; sbous the 
parameter used in estimating the workinz capital for the 
and the composite textile units :-
sninnin-:-
• 0 
TABLE 6. 7 
An E~timate of Modern Technology Workin~ Capital Parameters 
Items Time Period 
1. ;::aH-cotton 26 wee lcs 
2. ~ork in Progress 3 v;ceks 
3. Finished Goods Stock 2 ~,ree l=s 
4. Spare Parts 
a. I=ported 26 weeks 
h. loc2.l 4 Hee.ks 
-l ~or,th 1 s sal2ri:os for 
a:1::;inistrativ8 r.nc: ~;~;::Q­
ge r.1ent str.f:f. 
21 The Choice of Techniaues in the Production of Cotton Cloth, 
by J. Pickett and R.Robson, Scottish Academic Press, 
Edinburgh, p. 51. 
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T>a tot·~l 1:ror~·:in.s CilpitD.l est2.~~c".tcc: have. been done for both 
Rt t~e e~d of the Jrd ye~r. It ~as b08~ seen ttat hy the end of 
in tl:e appenc:ix 
6.5 ). In the 3rd year t~e working capital requirement is 15 per- 1 
cent of the total which reactes upto 85 and 100 per cent in the 
4th and 5th years respectively. However , i~·the ~th 
year , there is a further increase in the working capital require-
~ent ,_ This iE because the total spares consu=ption ' 
have been assumed to contain 75 per cent imported and 25 per cent 
local supply. The working capital element for spares only accounts 
for local spares until the 5th year, while as mentioned earlier 
the demand for imported spares arises from the 6th year. as because 
the cost of cachinery and equipment include two years' spares 
supply. In the 6th year, therefore, the total working capital due 
to the required stoc~ of local as well as ioported spares reaches 
its maximum level. The build-u~ of the total working capital for 
tte spinning and the co~positc ULits with tte mentioned details 
for rK, Japanese, Ru~anian and Indian technology sources have 
been given in the append. ix 6. 5 Table 6.8 be low gives a summar;y 
of the total working capital requirement of all tte sources of 
technology considered in this study. 
TABLE 6.8 
Total Workin for Modern Technolo ies 
Source of Spinning Cost Composite Cost 
Technology (I II RF) Index (I to IV) Index 
UK 35.03 100 42.92 100. 
JAPAN 34.84 99.5 42.23 98.4 
INDIA 34-55 98.6 42.01 97.9 
RUHANIA 34.61 98.8 42.12 98.1 
~/ Feasibility Study for a Textile Finishing Plant in Tongi, 
Bangladesh, Nederland Economic Institute, 1980, p.?O. 
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The table does not ,unliJ.~e t1:e previous ones 
furnish the break~own of t~e working capital re-
quired for t'-H:; SI1innin~:(I+II) and weaving(III"""IV) .units to arrive 
at the sum (total) for t~ce cor::posite units. This ~,ras as because 
the weaving is or~anised under the same factory shed and the yarn 
' 
was directly transfered to the weaving section. - 5/ The working 
capital requirement for t>:r;s "';in:"'.in~ ~nr< cotJ;o:.itg nnits Vetriss 
bct:JOC:1 Tk. 34a55F.J to Tl:.J5.03r:: ::md ':':: .• l2.01::: to TL.,.l2.92 .... illio .. 
_ complete spinning units for rK, Japanese, 
Indian and Rumanian technologies are Tk.356.3lm, Tk.348.84m, 
Tk.345.5lm and Tk.346.14 ~illion respectivoly.And for the composite 
units of these technologies, they are Tk.429.23m, Tk.422.28m, 
Tk.420.15m and Tk.421.12 million respectivley. The variations are 
less significant for both the units as compared to other cost 
elements examined earlier, and are only about 0.5 to 1.6 per cent. 
The indices indicate that the UK has the largest working capital 
requirement followed by Japan, Rumania and India. 
Total Investment Cost of Modern Technologv 
The total investment cost for the spinning and the composite 
units of alternative technology sources viz •. UK~ -Japan, India 
and Rumania can be obtained by combining the five cost elements 
already established • These investment costs would be spread over 
a period of one to six years as discussed earlier. The aippelld.ix 6.6 
shows all these cost elements on an yearly basis, including their 
foreign currency component which combines with the total investment 
costs for the spinning and the composite units for all the sources 
21 The calculation of the working capital for the weaving 
section would be required, if the weaving is organised 
separately as a unit. Such consideration has not been made in 
this study as production unit of this type is not in operation 
in Bangladesh, except for specialised textiles under the 
private sector. However, if the weaving is assumed to be done 
separately as a unit then the complete spinning unit(I+II+RF) 
would supply yarn to such weaving unit , the working capital 
of which has been calculated in table 6.8. Working cap1tal 
is not required separately for the spinning and weaving units, 
if the textile production is organised as a composite unit 
under the same factory shed. 
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of technology • The total investment cost for all the sources 
of technologies h:-o.ve been presented in tahle 6.9 below, 
TABLE 6.9 
Total Investment Cost of Modern S osi te Technolo ies 
In Million Taka 
Source of Spinning Cost Composite Cost 
Technology (I II RF) Index (I to IV) Index 
UK 274.67 100 513.72 100 
JAPAN 251.21 91.5 422.42 82.2 
INDIA 213.20 77.6 394.37 76.8 
RU!'IANIA 218.78 79.6 404.82 78.8 
•- I "'"' -
- - - ..L ! . -·.' FK incurs the highest investment . -
cost of Tk.274.67 million for spinning followed by'the Japanese 
and the Rumanian technologies of Tk.251.2lm and Tk.218.78 million 
respectively. The Indian technology has the lowest invest-
ment cost for spinning units if Tk.213.20 million. This shows that 
the investment requirement bythe alternative technology sources 
decreases _from UK to Japan, Rumania and India by 9.5, 21.4 
and 22.4 per cent respectively. For com?osite units, the invest-
ment cost ranking is identical with Uk having the highest cost of 
Tk.513.72m followed by Japan, Rumania and India of Tk.422.42m, 
Tk,404.82m and Tk.394.37 cillion respectively. The corresponding 
fall in the investment reqnirancnts are 17.8, 21.2 and 23.2 per can-
respectively. T~e cospar~tive fall in tte investment re~uireoents 
bet~een the spinning and t~e composite units for Rucanian and India1 
technologies are almost identical, while for the Japanese technolog: 
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the fall for the composite unit of 8.3 per cent is quite 
significant. The cost in~ices for the s~inniztg and the composite 
units reflect t~ese findi~zs. 
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TE CI-:E ClLO GI ES 
'T'!::e altern2.tive tecL.nologies cst:J.blished in CLapter-L Hhich 
co~bines four stages of pro~uction eit~er with one or all the 
sta;es of inter~ediate technology have been identifies as the 
Service Centre, RFC, ATDA and !VIC technologies. Among them, the 
Service Centre(Stase-III) substitutes the preparatory handloom 
Heaving, while the RFC could be either a spinnin~ or a composite 
unit , which combines power spinning and pedal or power loom. The 
ATDA (Stage~I) only supplies 'Paving' to the pedal spinners(Stage-II: 
+ RF ) and coEJ.bines to forrr. a co;::plete spinning technology • The 
KVIC is a complete spinning technology by itself, and supplies yarn 
to the handloom weavers. The investment cost requir~d :_ ~ 1 
for 3 Service Centres, 20 RFC and ATDA units 
and 240 KVIC units to arrive at comparable scale-of outpu~(Q) Hould 
be established in this section. It is 
four stages of production as shown in 
total investment cost for the coGplete 




,_. comulnes to 
combine all the 
to obtain. the 
As, only tte RFC 
form a complete 
process with intermediate tech:r:ology, this section would attempt 
to establish the total investment cost for this technology only. 
The total investment costs of the Service Centre, the ATDA and KVIC 
would be determined after the handloom technology has been casted. 
The investment cost as before would contain five (5) cost elements~ 
. They would be spread over h10 
years except for the working capital which would be spread between 
year 3 to 6. . The reason for this would be assigned later. 
Land and Land Develonment Costs (Cost Element - I) 
The total investment cost constitutes ~5 and 55 per cent for 
land a:r:d its development respectively. It has been assumed that 
this cost would be incurred at the beginning of year-I in the 
comparative modern and intor~edi~te technology life span. As these 
production units are situtatcd near t!1c handloo~ concentrate~ areas 
t:-ce cost of land 9er acre ~roulcl. be less thc.'i.n the r::oder::1 tec::nolo'-'V. 
Cv 
It has been considered to be 50 per cent of the modern sector. The 
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land requirecent per factory unit has been assuiiled to be 3, 0.5, 
2. 5 and 0. 5 / af6f8 Serv icr:; Ccn tre, Central openir~g and Cleaning 
(-:)loH-i'.oom), s:Jinnin; and ::·\riC units. For ATDA, RFC pedal and pm·rer 
loom co~posite unit , it has been assumed to be 1.5, 3.0 and 2.5 
respectively. It is to be noteJ that the four(4) central Blow-FooD 
units are attached to four (4) of the 20 spinning units and therefore 
their land cost would be cocmon to the 20 units when calculating 
the total land and land development cost (See table 6.10 below). For 
the ATDA unit, the pedal spinr~ing operates at the cottage level 
and since it occupies some space , land cost has ·been 
considered for it. The land cost for pedal charka is taken to be 
75 per cent of the cost used for the intermediate factory unit. As 
the pedal charkas would be located under some kind of working shed 
within the household they do not entail any land development 
cost. The details of land and land development costs for the stages 
of technologies mentioned are given in appendix 6.7 , the table 
below furnishes the summary of the total costs. 
TABLE 6.10 
Land and Land Develo ment Cost of Intermediate Technolo 
(In Nillion Taka 
Ty:ees of Unit . Unit Cost No.of Unit .. Total Cost 
Service Centre{III~ 0.18 3 0.54 
ATDA and RFC 'l'echs 
a Blow-Room 0.03 4 0.12 
ATlJA 
b Pre-Spinning( I) 0.09 20 1.80 
c Pedal Spinning(II BF) 0.50 20 1.00 
.A~A Pedal Spinning( a+- b +e) 0.14~ 20 2.92 
RFC 
d Spinning(I+II) 0.12 20 2.40 
e Spinning(I~II RF) 0.12 20 2.40 
RFC Power Spimll.ng( a + e)_ 0.126 20 2.52 
RFC Weavin13: 
f Pedal Loom (III+ IV) 0.06 20 1.6) 
g_ FOwer Loom (III+lV) 0.03 20 0.60 
RFC Com:eosite Unit 
With Pedal Loom(a d f) 0.186 20 ). 72 
with Power Loom(a d g) 0.1)6 20 3.12 
KVIC Hand SEinni~{I II ID,l o.o;o 240 7. 20 
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From the above total lan~ and land development costs, 
mcanin~ful co~p~risons with the modern spinning 
ar1c~ co:Jposite tec~·~rlolo_;:ic~s cotlld be rr1s.cte 1.·.:-itl: tl:1e costs o£' 1\'T'~:A 
(a+b+c) 
(a+cl+f) and 
(a+e) and ~FC composite units 
Tl:.e t~e land ana l~nd 
development cost of ATDf and R?C spinning is 72 and 48 per cent 
respectively :hi:;her than t!:e r:wdern spinning unit, \vhile the pedal 
and the power loom composite units incurs more cost than the 
modern co~posite units by 59 and 33.5 per cent respectivley. These 
increase in investffient costs are inspite of taking the land cost 
to be 50-per cent less for the decentralised compared to the 
organised sector. 
Construction and Utilites Costs (Cost Element - II) 
It has been mentioned that the factory and other buildings 
under the decentralise1l sector would be of concrete floor, brick 
wall and tin roof wtlca are qtlite different fros those of the 
or~anised sector. This would certainly reduce the construction 
cost o~ the decentralise~ sector per square meter. Tte construction 
cost hc..s been estir:.ato~ f:::_·or. tr:e infor:!lation provided b~, t!.:.e 
Engineering rniversity and tho DTrC, Bangladesh. Tte estimated 
cost per square meter has been assu~ed to be Tk.l,824 and is the 
sase for factory and residential buildings. The total construction 
cost is composed of factory, residential buildin~s and utilities, 
which have teen shown in this order in , appencix 6.8 As 
the cornmissionin~ of t~1e project would take two years the construc-
tion would also be spread over two rather than three years as in 
the organise~ sector. The yearly accocplis~rnent o~ construction 
of the total war~ in ter~s of percentage has been assumed to he as 
ta'::::le 6.11 belo~·T 
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TAi-L::' 6.ll 
Percenta:c of t~e Total Cons~~uction ~cco~plished =ach Year 
T:;pe of 
Construc~ior: 
i) Factory Euildin~ 












~hen comparain~ the life span of t~e project between modern 
and intermediate tcchnolo;ies, it appears frorn the table~.~ 
{ < ) 
tr:at 
unlike the organised the decentralised sector incurred no construe-
tion cost in the first ye~r. It would be assu=ed that there would 
be sorr:e construction ~.JOr~c "'.t t:1e er:.dJof the first yePr but its cost 
vrould be COL'.bin.ed vr::..t~- t~;ose oi' the secor:.d ~Tear, and all the cons-
truction cost would be consi~arei as incurred at tte beginning of the 
seconc year.-
""'- . The tot0l construction 
costs for the Service Centre, HFC, ATDA and the KVIC factory units 
have been given in table 6.12 for single units as well as for the 
total required to meet the cosp2rable level of cutout. 
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TABLE 6.12 
Total Construction Cost of Inteunediate Technologies 
(In Million Taka) 
Types of Unit Unit Cost No.of Units Total Cost 
Service Centre(III) 2.35 3 7.06 
ATDA and RFC Techs 
a Blow-Room 0.345 4 1. 38 
!.TI2! 
b Pre-Spinning(!) 1.43 20 28.55 
c Pedal Spinning(!! RF) 0.55 20 11.05 
ATDA Pedal Spinning(a b c) 2.05 20 40.98 
RFC 
d Spinning(! II) 2.43 20 40.69 
e Spinning(! II RF) 2.53 20 50.69 
RFC Power Spinning(a e) 2.60 52.07 
RFC Weavin~ 
f· Pedal Loom(III IV) 8.05 20 161.02 
~· Power Loom(III IV) 2.63 20 52.55 
RFC ComEosite Unit 
With Pedal Loom(a d f) H>.55 20 211.09 
With Power Loom(a d g) 5.13 20 102.62 
KVIC Hand Spinning(! II RF) 0.86 240 206.60 
It is to be noted ttat the construction cost for pedal S)inn-
ing at the cottage level has been assumed for houses with straw 
c.~""'.::l ba:'i~;oo 'Jri.ll::-; , T:'UC~ flco:cs e.nc:~ tin roofs. T::e cost for these 
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higher tLan In'1 ian, :::'u:~an i'J.~1, Javanese an(l :;rr tecl:nolozies res pee-
:Jer cent for all 7-lce s e 
technology sources respectively , although the construction cost 
per square meter for the decentr~lised is only two-thirds of the 
or;anised sector. 
i'achinerv and "Squinment Costs (Cost ":lenent - III) 
The machinery and equipment cost has been based on the nachinery 
selected for the Service Centre, RFC, ATDA and the KVIC technolo-
gies , earlier. In addition to these, auxiliary and testing equip-
ment, workshop machinery and S?ares for two years have also been 
included. The four (4) central Elow-Room units supplying 'laps' to 
20 spinnning units would accornodata central workshop facilities 
for major repair work, inspite of snall workshoo facilities that 
each unit will have. The ffiachine unit prices for the Service 
Centre, RFC and the ATDt are ideLtical for most of the machinery, as 
all the technolocies used al=ost tie same machinery. For RFC and 
the A~DA units, t~1e r:e.c~-:irw~y em_:Jloyer1 u:;:·to tl1e Ravin;- sub-process 
we~e identical althoush the for~er uses power while the latter 
pedal spinning. Similarly between the RFC and the Service Centre, 
identical preparatory machinery are used by both the technologies 
except that the Service Centre has an extra sub-process where the 
warp is transfered from a larger bean to the handloom 
machinery for this operatinn is locally manufactured. 




As regards the organised sector, the entire machinery cost 
have been sub-divided into two categories :(i) Imported and,(ii) 
local F.achineryJ :=:-:quipr::ent and material costs. For iwported 
r::achinery, the freight cost of 4 per cent on FOE is assuced for 
RFC, ATDA and KVIC technolo~ies, while 5 per cent for the Service 
Centre because of the large voluoe of its sizing ~achinery. An 
additionalll.5 per cent is icpcsed on the CIF price for tte transpor- i 
tation of machinery and equip~ent to the factory site. This 
assu~es that taxes and duti2s, landin~ and tr~nspcrtation aLd ~isce-: 
lluncous costs are i~entical , but e~clu~es 0.5 per cent for t~e 
local agent. Althou~h the decentralised production units are locate 
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near the handloo~ concentrated areas and ~ay have less 
~cessibility, inspite o~ it their landing and transportatio~ 
costs have be~n assumed to be identical with tho~e of the 
organised sector. It has he en ar g1JeC. t:-.:.a t the de centralised sect or 
would benefit fros local means of transportation as they are rela-
tively cheap. For local machinery, equipment and materials an 
2 ~ t p tor . co~t as for the oro~ar.ised additional ~ per cen. on ex-Lac ~Y ~ 
sector has been considered at the factory site. This cost would 
be incurred et the beginning of the third year when all tte equip-
ment and material have been brought to the factory site for 
installation. The costs of machinery, equipment and materials for 
t~e Central Blow-~oon with the workshop, Service Centre, EFC, 
A7DA and the KVIC technolo;ies including the duties and txes, 
landin; and transportation ctar;es 
in the appendix. 6.9 
and other costs have beer, given 
T~1e table 6.13 sues up 
t~ese costs for alternative tech~olozy sources. 
As the machinery used for inter~ediate tec~nology are ~ostly 
re-built , they would not have the same life expectancy as ttose 
of the modern technology. It emerges from the consultation with 
the machine manufacturer as well as from observations of these 
technologies that a modernisation of the different sub-processes 
especially the drafting system of the Roving and the spinning 
frame would be required if the machine-life has to be assu~ed as 
identical to modern machinery. It is believed that such sodernisa-
tion would be needed in the 14 th year of the project-lif& The 
cost of which would be based on the current price. 
It has been observed that t~e price of intermediate technology 
has escalated bet~een 2 to 3 per cent in the last 5 years, althoush 
th · ~ ' · t' ~ Tn :l t 1 f · 5t ].., ,e prlce o_,_ some mac-'llnery , _ie n :...;., Cllar .:::a or ln~ ance .... as 
reGaine~ unchan~ed during the same period. It has been estimated 
that the modernisation would cost at the present time at least 
50 per cent of the total CI7 or ex-~actory cost.It is assu~ed that 
the rachinery prices increase at the rate of 3 per cent ner annu~, 
t~18n a con?onnc!. i11creo.se o::' 75 ~er cent at cur:cent prices on CI? 
or ex-factory cost of machinery would be needed for the modernisa-
tion at the 14th year. If this ~odernis~tion cost is ad~ed to the 
TABLE 6.12_ 
Total Machinery and Equipment Bost of Intermediate Technolo 
Talra 
Modernisation Cost Total_Comu-
Type of Unit Unit Cost 'Unit Total Cost Per Unit ·Total lative Costs 
Service Centre(III) 1.69 3 5.07 1.15 3.45 8.51 
ATDA anrt EFC Techs 
§...• Blol-J-Room __ 1.07 4 1,. 28 0.71 2. 81~ 7.12 
ATDA. 
b. Pre-Spinning(I) 1.45 20 28.98 1.10 21.95 50.94 
£.· Pec1P.l ~~pinning(II+RF) 3.91 20 78.30 2.50 49.99 128.20 
AT~r Pcrlal .~pinninp,(a+b+c) 5.36 20 111.56 3.74 74.79. 18A.35 
RFC I - N 
d :~ p in n in F; ( I + I I ) 1, .12 20 82.39 2.75 51,. 9(1 137.31) a-I 
e ~pinnin~(I+II+PF) 1 .. 33 20 86.62 2.89 57.79 141,. 41 
PFC Power ~pinning(a+e) 4.55 20 90.91 3.03 60.63 151. 5/f 
RFC ~·Jeaving 
f Pedal Loom(III+IV) 5.37 20 107.49 3.22 64.1,6 171.95 
g_ Power Loom(III+IV) 4.06 20 81.11. 2.43 48.65 12<).30 
RFC Comnosite Unit 
Hith Pec1al Loom(a+cHf) 9.71 20 194.16 6.11 122.26 316.43 
With Power Loom(a+d+g) 8.39 20 167.82 5.32 106.45 27 1; .• 27 
K VI C Han o Spin n_:i,rud I +I I+ R F) 0.51 240 122.97 0.37 90.15 213.12 
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total cost then the cumulative cost of machinery and equip-
ment for a twenty year project-li e comparable to modern 
technology would be arrived at. 
The initial cost of the Service Centre, ATDA pedal, RFC 
power and the KVIC hand-spinning are Tk.5.07m, Tk.lll.56m, 
Tk.90.9lm and Tk.l22.97 million respectively. While the 
cumulative costs are correspondingly Tk.8.5lm, Tk.l86.35m, 
Tk.l51.54m and Tk.213.12 million respectively. The table 
shows that the cumulative costs of the ATDA pedal and the :K 
hand-spinning are about 22.9 and 40.6 per cent more than the 
RFC power unit respectively. If the cost of the intermediate 
technology is compared with·the modern spinning technology, it 
appears that the ATDA and the KVIC spinning equipments would 
require an increase in costs between 0.33 to 46 and 15 to 67_ 
per cent than the UK, Japanese, Rumanian and the Indian spinning 
technologies. However, the increase in costs for the RFC power 
spinning is about 14.5 and 18.8 per cent more than the Rumanian 
and the Indian technologies, while for the Japanese and the UK 
technologies it falls by about 7.4 and 18.4 per cent respectively. 
The initial cost of the composite RFC pedal and power loom 
machinery are Tk.l94.16m and Tk.l67.82 million , while the total 
cumulative costs are Tk.316.43m and Tk.274.27 million respec-
tively. The pedal loom requires Tk.42.16 million more ,i.e an 
increase of 15.4 per cent over the power loom composite unit. 
However, in compared to modern composite technologies, the cost 
of the pedal loom entails an increase of between 1.8 and 7.7 
per cent over the Japanese, Rumanian and the Indian technologies. 
The power loom cost increases by only 2.4 per cent over the 
Indian technology, while for the Rumanian, Japanese and the UK 
it falls by 1.2, 7.1 and 39.4 per cent respectively. It emerges 
that the KVIC hand-spinning and the UK composite weaving 
require the highest total machinery and equipment cost among 
the modern and the intermediate technologies. 
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In;;tallr:tio:l an(: Ot~:er Cost ..--:lef:'ent - I
" ' 
t:·e O!'zar:ised sector, t:-,_e i;:'1st~~llation e::penses of the intercr;-
~iate technology involve both imported and locLl sac~inery as 
bec8.use 2any of the @schinery 
'I:-~e install:'".tion ex:;;ensos for t:~e ~-ervice Ce~1tre, Elo·.1-~.oon anr'l. 
t~e R?C po~er spinnin[ units,where almost the entire machinery 
are ir:1ported is taken to be 3 per cent of CIF cost. The installa-
tion cost for the ATDA pre-spinning is ta~en to be irlentical 
to t~-"o f.?C S)inr-.ir:; i.e 3 per cent, >;.r:~,ile f~r the ATDA·Pedal Chark_a 
it is taken to be 1 per cent of the 
CI? casts. The installation expenses of the KYIC spinning is also 
taken to be 1 per cent of tl:e CIF costs also. The pedal ar1d 
A~bar C~arta frames coue as sin~le units which need no foundation 
the low installation 
. . , . pre-sp1nn1ng mac~lnery 
so2e install~tion 
cost assu~e~ for it. The ~Fe co=posite unit with pedal or po~er 
loa~ involves installation exuenses of 3 per cent on CIF and 
ex-factor~/ costs for cor.:posite spinning and vieavinr;.-. 
- It is to be noted that unlike the organised 
sector, the decentr~lised technology is entirely installed by 
local expertise, therefore its installation cost are also in tl:e 
local currency. The adcinistrative overhead and contingencies 
have been assumed as identical to the organised sector i.e 10 
per cent of the adminstrative salary as adminstrstive 
overhead, while the contincencies have been taken as 5 per cent 
of local costs incurred in local currency for cost ele~ent I to 
r:.(::ec a.:'l='enaix 6.10 ). 
'::.'?'le total inst:.c:.ll-~.tion and ot::er co;;ts are S';read over b!o 
entire 
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installation cost is bein; i~currert in t~e year 3, while 
ttc ~rl~inistrative overtcod ~r3 spreadovover two years period 
(,'\32 a::~enr:lL: 6.10). ~"}::c; co;J.tir:;er:cies arc t:d:en to te 50 per cr.nt 
in eCJ.c:: ~rear for t'-!e t'.·JO yec,rs. The table 6.14 s~,o:·rs t'c~e tota.l 
install<:ttior. and other costs fcc tlc.e Service Centre, ATDA pe"lal, 
~FC power and the KIVC s;inning and R?C cocposite unit wit~ pedal 
and power loo~ weavin;. 
TABLE 6.14 
Total Installation and Other Costs of Intermediate Technolo ies 
In Million Taka 
TvEes of Unit unit Cost No. of Unit Total Cost 
Service Centre(!!!) o. 29 3 0.87 
ATDA and RFC Techs 
a Blow-Room o.os 4 o. 20 
ATDA 
b Pre-Spinning(!) o. 21 20 4.15 
c Pedal Spinning(II RF) 0.037 20 0.75 
ATDA Pedal Spinning(a b c) o. 255 20 s.n 
RFC 
d Spinning (I II) 0.26 20 5.21 
e Spinning( I II RF) 0.36 20 7. 26 
RFC Power Spinning(a e) 0.37 20 7.46 
RFC W~aving 
f Pedal Loom(III IV) 0.89 20 17.89 
s. Power Loom(III IV) 0.54 20 10.86 
RFC ComEosite Unit 
With Pedal Loom( ad f) 1.16 20 23.30 
With Power Loom(a d g) 0.81 20 16.27 
KVIC Hand S£innin~{I II Rr') o.8o 240 19.18 
.. _ ) 
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T:ie instr:llo.tion an·' qther co,st::: for t11e A'rDA Ped~l -RF'C Power ~d the 
Tk.5 llm ' · 
':·" 1'Ir" '"~ ~n.;.,n···" ,,...,,Jm, 7 If... "'1'"' 'I'- 10 l'=! ,,.;11"'" r->c+"1 lv _ •• \ .... _. .L ..~. .::t. .. .l. •. L v .!--" J_.:. • ~ .. l n ....:;o ( 1. ... t; j ; ... • • q .. ~- "M - ... _ ... 1. • _ , • u 1.1 .J.. l o _... r e s 
1
J t; u 1 r e .... ' • 
A~JA and the F~C spin~inG, whic~ is an increase • .J. lrc. cos'-' 
o~ about 375 and 257 pRr cent res;ectively. A cooparison of tte 
instelllation and otl12r costs of t::e J:iOt~ern ::Hld inter::::edic.tc 
technolo_;ies indicate tiat ti1e expenses for thi ATDA Pedal-and RFC .. e 
PowerSpinning·decreases'by. 50.to 86 ar:.c:l 2.5 to 27.3 per cent than 
Indian , Rumanian , Japanese and UK technologies. The KVIC spinn-
ing , however experiences an increase in the costs between 202 to 
! 
25 0 Der cent than all the noder11 technologies. The total installa-
tion aEC! other costs for the P.FC pecl:'3.l anc~ po·,.;er cocposite units 
are Tk.23.3 and Tk.l6.27 r:1illion respectively i.e an increase of 
Tk.7.03 million or 39.5 per cent for the pedal loom. The increase 
in the installation costs of the pedal loom composite unit has been 
between 29.40 to 62.75 per cent core than all the modern composite 
units, while for the power looQ cor:1~osite units it is between 
7 to 13.61 per cent more than t~e Indian, Rumanian and the Japanese 
composite units and 9.03 per cent less than the UE. It emerges 
tha.t the installation costs of the KVIC spinning is higher than 
all the modern and inter8eeiate technologies , while for co~posite 
unit it is the UK tec~nology. 
Wor~inc Canital (Cost Ele~ent - V) 
The estimate for ~he 
.. 
organised sector>." Hould be e:r.ployed here to calculate the working 
capital for the inter~e~iate technology. However, the pa~ameter 
used for the nodern technology Hould be slightly modified. The 
stock for raw- cotton and finished goods are assurred to be identi-
C!1l to the EJ.odern technolo~y, Hi::ile the m&terial in prozress is 
reduced froD 3 to 2 weeks for A~DA pre-spinning , RFC power-spinn-
in~ and coDpositc weavin~ and l weak for pe~al and KVIC spinning. 
The subsequent re~uction i~ the processin~ tiBe has been based on 
the pr9-sup~osition that the s~aller production units would require: 
Cbsorvntion of tie ATJ" a~~ t~e ~fC unit~ revGal that t~is tice 
could v~ry bet~eon 7 to lC days, and 3 to 4 for l"VIC 
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'.::':~c s_::.'J.res fo::' i:1tc~r::eJ iatr3 tccLnolo_;y ·would be to be 
ns op,occd tc this,it i~ cnly c~e ~eel: for t~e production worker3. 
T~e wa~es in t~e deccntralised secto::' ~-rould oaid on a weeklv 
~ <' 
basis , while in the orzaniseJ sector it would ~e monttly. The 
build-up of inter~ediato sector workin~ capital is assuoed to he 
t~e sa~e as in the modern sector i.e 15 per cent in start-up 
ti:~;e ( ~Ihic>~ lS t!~e ~,_.,: "e~-,..) ~·''·l'le ,./.J..- .; c._ ' ··.t.--- in the 4th and the 5th years 
it incre:.:tses to + :-.0 u_ .... '--"' level fof. 3 5 ancl 100 per cent respectively. 
The Horl:in6 capi t2.l is s _;::re'J.d over 3 to 6 years i.e beyond the 
year. This is because as in t~e oodern sector, the initial 
stock of two years would bs ex~~usted in the 5th year and in the 
ca:)ital co~~onents o~ an yearly basis for t~e ATSA pedal , R?C 
power and EVIC Am~ar spinnin~ an~ ?FC pe~al an~ power co~posite 
provi1es a suo~ary of the total Yorkin; 
CC..)itc..l rec;_uil~s~.:8~:ts of tl_sse technologies. 
TABLE 4.16 
Total Working Capital of Intermediate Technologies 
TyEe of Unit W.CLUnit No.of Unit Total W.C 
Servic~ Centz:e(III) 6.17 3 18.50 
ATDA Pedal Spinning(I II RF) 1.51 20 30.17 
ID'C Power Spinning(I II RF) 1.57 20 31.38 
RFC Com12osi te Unit 
With Pedal Loom(I to IV) 1.91 20 38.23 
With Power Loom(I to IV) 1.87 20 37.44 




working capital has been calculated for the Service Cem.tre;ATDA Pedal 
RFC power and the KVIC Ambar spinning.which supply yarn to the 
handloom weavers; and for the composite units with pedal and 
power looms where the yarn is directly transferred to the weaving 
section •. 
The working capital requirement for the Service Centre which 
buys yarn as input is Tk.l8.5 million. The spinning and the 
composite un its which uses cotton as the raw-material shows 
that the working capital required by the ATDA, RFC ·and the KVIC 
spinning are Tk.30.17million, Tk.31.38 million and Tk.37.44 
million respectively. The difference in the working capital re-
quirement between spinning and the composite weaving technologies 
is of little significanee and is 3.4 per cent. However this 
difference is higher than for modern technology. Among spinning 
and the composite units, pedal spinning and power looms require 
the lowest working capital for all the alternative intermediate 
technologies. 
Total Investment Cost of Intermediate Technologies 
The total investment cost of the Service Centre, ATDA pedal, 
RFC power, KVIC Ambar spinning and the RFC composite pedal and 
power spinning are determined by adding up all their cost 
elements.These investment costs and 
construction period have been shown 
total cost of single -U well as all 
the comparable scale of output(Q.). - · 
their build-up during the 
- shows the 
in appendix 6.11. Tahl"e 4.11 al:Jo/ 
the units required to meet 
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TABLE 4.17 
Total Investment Costs of Intermediate rechnolo~ies 
(In iv'!illion Taka} 
Type of Unit Unit Costs No.of Unit Total Costs 
Service Centre(III) ll.83 3 35.48 
ATDA Pedal Spinning(! II RF) 13.28 20 265.53 
RFC Power Spinning(! II RF) 12.25 20 244.98 
RFC Com:12osite Unit 
With Pedal Loom(! to IV) 29.64 20 592.77 
With Power Loom(! to IV) 21.69 20 433.73 
KVIC Hand Spinning 1.99 240 471.93 
The total cost of the Service Centre which replaces the pre-
paratory weaving of the handloom technology is Tk.35.48 million, 
while for the ATDA pedal, RFC power and KVIC hand-spinning it is 
Tk.265.53m, Tk.244.98m, and Tk.477.93 million respectively. 
The KVIC spinning requires Tk.212.4m and Tk.232.95 million more 
investable fund than the At:TDA and the RFC spinning which is an 
cos 
increase in investment/by 180 and 195 per cent respectively. In 
compare~ to the investment cost for the modern spinning, the KVIC 
requires between 74 to 224 per cent more investable fund than 
the UK, Japanese , Rumanian and Indian technologies. On the other 
hand,the investment cost of the ATDA pedal spinning increases 
between 5.68 to 24.55 per cent than the Indian, Rumanian and the 
Japanese technologies while it falls by 3.45 per cent in compared 
to the UK technology.The investment cost for the RFC power 
11.98 and 
spinning also rises and it is about/14.90 per cent more than the 
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Rumanian and the Indian technologies, and the cost decreases 
by 2.57 and 12.12 per cent than the Japanese and the UK technolo-
gies respectively. The RFC pedal and power composite units 
cost Tk.592.77 million and Tk.433.73 million respectivley. The 
pedal loom com nos i te unit requires .Tk.l59.04 _.Tk .15 9. 04 
million i.e 36.67 per cent more investable fund than the power 
loom weaving.In compared to the investment costs·for the modern 
composite weaving , it is an increase from 15.4 to 50.31 per 
cent more than the UK, Japanese, Rumanian and the Indian techno-
logies. Although the cost for the composite powerloom ·falls by 
15.57 per cent than the UK technology, but in compared to the 
Japanese, Rumanian and the Indian composite technologies it has 
increased by 2.68, 7.14 and 9.98 per cent respectively. It emerges, 
therefore, that the KVIC spinning and the RFC composite unit 
with pedal loom require the highest investable funds among all the 
modern intermediat~ technologies. 
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COSTING OF TRADITIONAL TECHNOLOGIES 
The traditional handloom of the type viz. Pit and Semi-auto-
matic (C.R) looms would be combined with modern, intermediate 
and KVIC spinning technologies. It is to be noted that the pre-
paratory weaving for both kinds of looms are identical, and it 
is only that the types of looms differ when combined as weaving 
technology. Furthermore, Pit and Semi-automatic looms would be 
directly combined with the Service Centre as it replaces the 
preparatory weaving process by supplying warp-beam , however, Nali 
(Pirn winding) 
making/would still have to be carried out at the cottage level. 
The total investment cost required for handloom would be determined 
for the machinery and equipment selected in table 5.26 • It 
has been mentioned that these equipment and looms selected,would 
be able to deliver the comparable scale of output (Q) attained 
by a modern composite unit. The investment cost would contain 
five (5) cost elements similar to modern and intermediate techno-
logies. 
It 
would be assumed that ,at the cottage level a comparable number· 
of Pit and C,R looms would be installed whieh would render the 
comparable scale of output • These looms .would be installed in 
the 3rd year of the comparative time scalewith other technologies. 
Land Costs (Cost Element - I) 
The land requirement has been estimated from the loom-shed 
and the utility area required for pre-weaving and weaving. The 
loom-shed area needed has been based on the floor space required 
per loom, while the utility area is considered as 10 per cent 
more thantthe loom-shed area. Accordingly the land required for 
Pit and C.R looms have been found to be 23 and 25 acres 
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respectively. The cost of land has been estimated to be 
Tk.20 thousand per acre. rable 4.18 below shows the·land cost of 
Pit and C.R loom. 
TABLE 4.18 




Requirement Total Cost 
Pit loom Stage(II + III) 23 Acres 460,000 
C.R loom Stage(II + III) 25 Acres 500,000 
The land cost for pit and C.R loom weaving are Tk. 460,000 
and Tk.500,000 respectively. There is no land development cost 
involved as these looms are usually placed in a loom-shed 
wihtin the household area. 
Construction Cost (Cost Element - II) 
The construction cost for the traditional pit and C.R looms 
have been based on the observation made during the survey. The 
type of construction for pit and C.R looms are not similar. Pit 
looms are housed in a mud floor sheds as they have to be firmly 
dug into the ground. It has been found that pit looms are 
characteristically placed in a less costly thatched sheds. While 
the C.R or the Semi-automatic looms are located in a relatively 
better shed usually with tin roof. Based on these personal obser-
vations, it has been assumed that the loom-sheds for pitloom 
would have mud floor with thatched roof and bamboo walls. On the 
other hand, the thatched roof would be replaced by tin for the 
C.R loom-shed. The construction costs have been estimated to be 
Tk.365 and Tk.550 per square meter for Pit and C.R looms respec-
tively. 
The production period for the alternative technologies 
had been assumed to be 20 years, therefore, the loom-shed 
should also have identical life-span. But ,it has been observeq 
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I -
thai the pit arid C.R loo~-sheds do not h~ve the same life-span. 
The survey establishes that they requi~e _two and three replacements 
respect.i.velv rluring a period of 20 years project life.It was found 
tnese eos"-ts 
that/ have escalated at the rate of 3 to 4 per cent annually. The 
replacement cost of loom and utility sheds have been estimated 
at current prices taking into consideration an increase in cost 
of 4 per cent per annum. 
The pit loom-shed would be replaced in the 11th and the 18th 
year, while, the C,R loom-shed in the 14th year • The replacement 
cost at current prices for pit loom would be 155 and 200 per c~nt 
respectively,the corresponding cost for .the C.R looEs is 75 per cent 
Accordingly, the construction required for Pit and C.R looms have 
been, calculated and given in table 4.19 :-
TABLE 4.19 





(Stage III + IV) 
C.R Loom 























The total construction costs entailed by Pit and C.R 
looms are Tk.30.03 million and Tk.49.06 million respectively. 
i•thile the total construction costs at current prices during 
life-span of the project for these two looms are Tk.l36.65 million 
compared 
and Tk.l34.92 million respectivley. Thes costs could bej\vith 
the costs required by the modern and intermediate technologies. 
The construction costs involved for Pit and C.R looms are between 
439 to 455 and 434 to 450 per cent higher than the modern tech-
nolgoies of Japan, Rumania, India and UK respectivley. This is 
the . . . . 
inspite of; cheaper const~uction cost ·of 13.34 and 20.0 per cent per 
sq.meter than the mo~~~Xt£echnologies by the Pit and the C.R · 
looms respectively. In compared to intermediate technology, the 
construction cost of Pit and C.R looms are about 84.9 and 83.9 
per cent of the pedal loom, while correspondingly they are 
256.7 ato 260 per cent higher than power loom • This again is 
inspite of Pit and C.R looms requirement of cheaper construction 
pe;r $q.mete:r;- • 
cost of 20 to 30 per cent;or the 1ntermed1ate technology. The 
construction costs required by the pedal loom weaving appears 
to be higher than all the weaving technologies. 
Loom and Equipment Costs (Cost Element - III) 
The cost of preparatory-weaving equipments and loomshas 
been based. on their number given in table 5 .26. The , 
preparatory machinery cost would be common to both the loom types. 
In addition to these costs , costs for sizing equipmenu and spares 
and accessories for one year would be regarded. The accessories 
required are shuttle,mera (picker) , spool for bobbin, etc.the 
cost of which are estimated to be about 6.5 per cent of the total 
loom and equipment costs for both types of looms. Unlike the 
modern and intermediate technologies, the equipment and looms are 
all manufactured by local carpenters, tinsmiths and workshops to 
meet the domestic demands. The equipment and looms cost do not 
therefore include any taxes or duties or any other costs.- They 
may requiresome transportation costs , but, that.too would be 
very little. Moreover, the looms and equipment virtually require 
very little installation expenses as the weavers themselves 
know how to install and dismantle these looms. 
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As the Pit and the C.R looms have relatively shorter life-
span than the modern and intermediate tschnologies and even 
among themselves they do not share identical life, they need to 
be replaced several times for a comparable project life. 
It has been estimated that in the life of :. machine(See 
Chapter - 4) that Pit and C.R loom had required 3 and 1 replace-
ments in the project. life of 20 years. It would be relevant 
to mention here that the C.R looms cost 3.34 times more than the 
Pit looms. The replacement costs of the equipment and looms 
would be estimated at the current prices. The Pit loom would be 
replaced at the 9th, 14th and 19th years, while the C.R looms 
at the 14 th year ·during the comparative time-span of modern,inter-
mediate technologies. The price of loom likewise the construc-
tion cost,is less inflationary and their increase in costs has 
found to be identical. The survey conducted on 214 cottage 
weavers establihes that , the loom price has risen at the rate · 
of 2 to 3 per cent per annum, and moreover, it varies depending 
on the type of Pit and C. R looms and the location. of production unit. 
It has been found, for example, in an area of Bangladesh 
that the loom cost had increased only by a total of 25 per cent 
in the last 10 years. It has been assumed that the loom cost 
would increase by 3 per cent annually for both Pit and C.R looms. 
Accordingly, the compound rate of increase i n 9th, 14th and 
19th years would be about 140, 175 and 210 per cent respectively. 
The total equipment and loom costs are initially taken to be 
incurred at the beginning of the year 3, then the subsequent 
replacement costs are added to this costs to establish the 
cumulative costs for equipment and looms. ~able ~~20 
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both total and the cumulative costs of Pit and C.R loom 
technologies :-
TABLE 4. 20 
Total Cost of Eguipment~and Looms for Traditional Technolo~ies 
(In Million Taka) 
Type of Year of Installa-· Total Total Cumu-
Technologies tion/Replacement Cost lative Cost 
Pit Loom 3 15.77 15.77 
(Stage II + III) 9 22.08--· 37.85 
14 27.60 65.44 
19 33.11 98.56 
C.R Loom 3 36.50. .36.50 
il '.:._ .,. :; u 
.100:.~3~ =,:)c-t.;_ ( Sta.ge II + III) 14 . 6.3. B8 
'.") 
s·· c t ~:::·...::/.-?3 
The table shows that the initial and cumulative costs for 
preparatory equipment for Pitlooms are Tk.l5.77 million and 
Tk.98.55 million and for C.R looms are Tk. 36.50 and Tk.l00.37 
million respectively. Although the initial cost differential 
between Pit and C.R looms is Tk.43.20 million, but the cumulative 
cost differential has decreased to about 2 per cent. This is 
because of a relatively large replacement entailed by the Pitloom 
for an identical period.If the handloom weaving-cost ~e 
compared with the costs of the modern and intermediate techno-
logies , it would appear that the costs of Pit and C.R looms 
alongwith preparatory equipment costs are between 48.20 to 
67.45 and 49.10 to 68.70 per cent of UK, Japane~e, Rumanian and 
Indian weaving technologies. As regards intermediate (RFC) 
pedal and power looms, they require about 57.31 and 58.37 per cent 
of pedal and, 75.93 and 77.33 per cent of power looms for 
machinery and equipment costs. This indicates that for 
an identical production period even with several replacements of 
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Pit and C.R looms, the total equipment and handloom cost only 
are/ bet~oreen 50 to 75 per cent of all modern and intermediate 
weaving technologies. 
Installation and Other Costs (Cost Element- IV) 
As already mentioned that the traditional handloom weaving 
require very little transportation or installation cost. It has 
also been observed that at times the local carpenters or the 
tinsmiths come to wthe weavers' dwelling place to built these 
looms. Under such circumstances local artisans are provided 
with meals. It has been estimated that such cost involvement 
and other costs would add upto 1 per cent of the total cost 
of equipment'> and looms and would be the same for, b-oth Pit and 
C.R looms. The table 4.21 furnishes the total and the total 
cumulative costs for installation and other costs required by 
Pit and C.R looms. :-
TABLE 4.21 
Total Installation and Other Costs for Traditional Technologies 
(In ·Thousand· Taka) 
Type of Year of Installa~ Total Total Cumu-
Technologies tion/Replacement Cost lative Cost 
Pit Loom 3 157.68 157.98 
(Stage II + III) 9 220.75 378_. 43 
14 275.94 6'54 ·• 37 
19 331.13 985.50 
C.R Loom 3 365.00 365.00 
(Stage II + III) 14 638.75 1003.75 
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The initial and the total cumulative costs required by 
the Pit looms are Tk.l57.68 and Tk.985.50 thousand respec-
tively, while for C.R looms they are Tk.365 thousand and Tk.l.O 
million respectively. Although, the initial installation cost of 
the C.R lboms is 2.3 time~ more than the Pit loom~,but the differen-
tial reduces by 1.5 per cent when the cumulative costs are consider-
ed over the life of the project. vlhen comparing the -installation and 
the other costs with those· of ·modern and intermediate weaving, 
it appears that Pit loom requires only 4.3 to 5.6 per cent of 
modern, 2.4 per cent of pedal and 3.36 per cent of power 
weaving respectivley. While the C.R loom·-
requires between 6.7 to 8.5 per cent of modern , 17.9 of pedal 
and 10.8 per cent of power loom weaving installation and other 
costs respectively. 
Working Capital (Cost Element - V) 
The estimates of working capital required for the handloom 
have been made by employing a method different from that adopted 
for modern and intermediate technologies. The working capital 
required for a single loom would be estimated first of all and 
thenfrom the total number of Pit and C.R looms selected the ~ 
total working c~pital would be established. Sen has suggested 
that the working capital needed would depend mainly on the time 
lag between payment to the owners of current input and the receipt 
of sales value of the subsequent output. The magnitude of the 
lag would depend not merely on the technical speed of production 
but on marketing lags. He sees a difficulty in measuring this 
lag and has assumed it to be 3 months. 6/ The handloom survey 
observed that the working capital requirement relied heavily on 
the length of the ' Tana ' (warp) beam. The longer the length of 
the warp beam , more money is tied up in the looms. It has 
further been observed that , the handloom weavers somehow succeed 
in raising the money to purcahse the total yarn required for 
the warp beam. 11 Once the entire warp beam is installed , they 
§_! 
11 
Choice of Techniques, An Aspect of the Theory of Planned ~cono~i. 
Economic Development, by A.K Sen,Basil Black well, Oxford,l972, 
Appendix C pp. 101-2. 
They raise the working capital from the Mohajan(local money 
lender)and those who cannot raise enough money usually have 
short tana (warp) length ,sometimes as short as 50 yards. 
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take the finished output from the cloth beam off twice a 
week and sell them in the local markets. The weekly revenue 
is then distributed for any payments to be made to the hires 
hands or for spares. It also appears from the survey 
that the elements of the working capital viz.stock of raw material. 
finished goods and spares, cash-in-hand are not exactly applicable. 
when determining the working capital requirement of the handloom 
weavers. It is the material in progress i.e the yarn in the 
warp beam which is the most important element of the working 
capital. This observation corresponds with the parameter already 
suggested by Sen. 
In order to estimate the working capital required, it 
would be essential to make some assumptions about the source 
of input, the total yarn requirement and the marketing lag 
involved in receiving the revenue. For the purpose of this study, 
it would be assumed that the handloom weavers are able to buy 
their yarn from the Bangladesh Handloom Board Distribution 
Centre (See Chapter -2 ) and would pay an additional 10 per-
cent on mill price for a unit quantity of yarn (lb) to cover 
the transportation and distribution costs. The marketi~g 
of the output could be done in the local market or to the Handloom 
Board twice during the time period required to weave a full 
length of warp beam • It has been assumed that the revenue received 
in between this period would go towards the payment if any 
required of hired-hands, spares and other costs. It is therefore, 
essential to know the quantity of yarn required in a warp beam 
which depends on the length of the warp beam and the construction 
of the grey cloth. The cloth construction has already been 
specified and also the length of the 1 Tana 1 (warp beam) for 
the Pit and C.R looms for the Service Centre which are 200yds. and 
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300 yds. respectively. It would be possible to calculate 
the time lag involved in the weaving of a full length warp 
from the daily production rate estimated for the Pit and the 
C.R looms, earlier. It would embody time lag of 1 and 2 months 
for Pit and C.R loom respectively. The working capital for Pit 
·total 
and C.R looms would therefore , be assumed to be the/cost needed 
to install a full 1 Tana '(processed warp) in the looms. 
The cost 
required for the full beam (processed warp) would comprise of 
Yarn and 20 per cent additional cost on yarn cost for sizing 
materials and other costs. Accordingly, the working capital for 
Pit and C.R looms have been calculated and given in appendix 6.5 
The build-up of their working capital requirements would-, be very 
similar to those of modern and intermediate technologies. 
The table 6.22 belovl furnishes the per loom total working 
capital requirement of Pit and C.R looms. 
TABLE 6.22 


















The per loom working capital requirement for Pit and C.R 
looms are Tk. 1,060 and Tk.l,860 respectively, while the total 
requirements are Tk.l4.65 million and Tk.l9.78 million respec-
tively. The increase in requirement for C.R looms of Tk.5.13 
million i.e of 35 per cent is due to a longer warp length of '-
these looms. ~~en compared with the working capital requirements 
of the organised sector it appears that the Pit and C.R looms 
entail between 41.82 to 42.41 and 56.47 to 457.26 per cents 
of UK, Japanese, Rumanian and Indian weaving technologies.~~ile 
compared to the RFC pedal and power looms,pit and C.R looms require 
about 38.3 and 51.7 per cent of the pedal and 39.1 and 52.83 per-
cent of the power loom respectively. 
Total Investment Costs of Traditional Technologies 
The total cost requirements of the traditional technologies 
vi~. Pit and C.R looms could be determined by combining 
the cost components which have been established • These would 
give the total investment costs necessary for the yarn from the 
organised and the decentralised sectors to be processed at the_ 
traditiona~ sector , the output of which would attain the comparable 
output lev~i 1Q). For the purpose of comparison with the 
modern and intermediate technologies, it has been assumed that 
the preparatory equipment and looms have been installed as new at 
their market prices. All the investment costs are incurred at 
,(see· .aPpendix 6.12) 
the beginning of the year 3( · whl'l~- 't1Ye star"t-up production takes 
place at the end of the year • The total investment costs 
required have been given in the table 6.23 • 
TABLE 6. 23 
,_'t 
Total Investment Cost ~eouired fDr Traditional Technologies 













The total investment costs required by the Pit and the C.R looms 
are Tk.250.68m and Tk.256.58 million respectively. The cost needed 
by the C.R ioom is marginally higher than that for the Pit loom 
i.e 2.5 per cent only. 
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Selvedge Values of The Technologies 
The selvedge values of the modern, intermediate and 
traditional technologies have been determined from the 
information collected from the BTMC and the Handloom Survey. 
Because of the varying nature of the technologies and the various 
types of construction required for them, the selvedge value 
differentials for the technologies are significant. The selvedge 
values have been calculated by assuming the value of the invest-
ment at the end of the project as a percentage of the present 
cost. 
Modern Technologies 
The selvedge value of the modern technologies have been 
assumed to be 100 per cent of the land, 50 per cent of the 
building, 75 per cent of the machinery and equipment costs and 
100 per cent recovery of the working capital. ~/ The appendix 6.6 
shows that the selvedge values are Tk.69.87m, Tk.68.00m, Tk.65.04m 
and Tk.65.72 million for spinning and Tk.l39.67m, Tk.l38.65rn, 
Tk.l36.84m and Tk.l38.88 million for the composite units of UK, 
Japanese, Indian and the Rumanian sources respectively. The 
differential between the highest (UK) a-nd the lowest (India) 
selvedge value recovery are 7. 42 and 2.-6.-7 per eent for the spinn-
ing and the composite units respectively. The differential is 
more significant for the spinning than the composite unit. 
Intermediate Technologies 
The selvedge values:of the intermediate technologies have 
been calculated assuming them to be 100 per cent of land value, 
25 per cent of the building costs and 100 per cent recovery of 
the working capital. Low selvedge value has been assumed for 
building costs as the roofs are of tin instead of concrete cons-
truction. As the machinery were re-built and redesigned, it has 
not 
been assumed that they wouldjhave any selvedge value at the end 
of the project life. The appendix 6.llshows the selvedge value 
~/ Feasibility Study for a Textile Finishing Plant in Tongi, 
Op.cit. p. 51. 
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of the Service Centre, the ATDA pedal, RFC power and the KVIC 
hand-spinning and the RFC composite unit with pedal and power 
looms. The selvedge value of the Service Centre is Tk.20.81 
million, while for the ATDA pedal, RFC power and the KVIC hand-
spinning are Tk.37.30m, Tk.46.92m and Tk.90.67 million respec-
tively. The selvedge· value of the KVIC un-it is 2 ~·43 and 1. 93 
per cent more than the ATDA pedal and the RFC power spinning. Its 
selvedge value is also between 29.77 and 39.40 per cent more than 
the UK, Japanese, Rumanian and the Indian technologies. The 
RFC composite unit with pedal and power looms has selvedge values 
of Tk.94.73m and Tk.66.22 million respectively. The pedal loom 
composite unit has 43 pe·r cent more selvedge value than the 
power loom, however, in compared to the modern technologies it 
is only between 67.82 and 69.23 per cent of the UK, Japanese, 
Rumanian and the Indian technologies. On the other hand, the 
power loom composite unit has a selvedge value of only between 
47.41 and 48.39 per cent of the corresponding technolog sources. 
Traditional Technologies 
The selvedge values of the traditional technologies come 
only from the land and the recovery of the working capital. 
\vhile there is no selvedge value of equipment, looms and the 
working sheds. The appendix 6.12shows the selvedge values of 
the Pit and the C.R looms which are Tk.ll.l2m and Tk.l3.4 million 
respectively. The C.R loom has 20.5 higher selvedge value than 
the Pit loom. As may be noted that the selvedge values of the 
Pit and the C.R looms are significantly lower than the modern and 
the intermediate technologies. 
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OPERATING COSTS OF THE ALTERNATIVE TECH~OLOGIES 
The previous sections have established the detailed invest-
ment costs required for all the alternative technologies in t~e 
organised, decentralised and the traditional sectors. It is 
essential now to calculate the operating costs needed by these 
technologies in order to make an economic appraisal of these 
alternatives. The complete textile production process which 
has been divided into four stages of production needs a close 
examination when calculating the operating costs. In the organised 
sector, the modern spinning unit (Stage I, II and RF ) supplies 
yarn to the Service Centre and the Handloom weavers. It would 
therefore be necessary to calculate the operating costs for all 
sources of modern spinning technologies viz. UK, Japanese, Indian 
and Rumanian, before 'these could be combined with the Service 
Centre and the Handloom to establish a complete technology. For 
modern composite unit,(Stages I to IV), the operating cost required 
for all the alternative technology sources need to be established 
in order to obtain the optimum composite technology. In the 
decentralised as well, the operating costs essential for the 
ATDA pedal, RFC power and the KVIC hand-spinning need to be 
ascertained to combine with the handloom technology. The opera-
ting cost incurred by the Service Centre also requires to be 
determined in order to combine it with modern spinning and handloom 
weaving. For composite pedal and power loom unit likewise the 
modern composite unit, the operating cost would have to be 
found for individual technologies so as to establish the optimum 
composite technology in the decentralised sector. Finally, the 
operating costs required by the Pit and the C.R loom have to 
be established separately in order to determine the optimum 
weaving technology within the traditional sector,. It , therefore, 
appears that it is not necessary to establish the operating cost 
requirements of the individual stages, rather the costs required 
for the spinning unit (Stage I+II+ RF) and the composite unit 
of both the organised and the decentralised sector technologies, 
Service Centre and finally for Pit and C.R looms ·(stage II and III) 
of the traditional technologies would be needed for economic 
evaluation. 
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In order to assist in the determination of the operating 
costs , it has been decomposed into five (5) cost elements, 
the total operating cost would, however combine all these cost 
elements. It is relevant at this stage to note that the opera-
ting cost would be built-up from the start-up time to full 
production level. As has been assumed that in the year 3, the 
production level attained would only be 12 per cent , while 
in the 4th and the 5th years it would reach to the level of 84 
and 100 per cent respectively. The operating cost would also 
build-up accordingly. The elements· of the operating costs 
can be expressed as follows :-
I) Raw-material costs 
II) Spares and accessories costs 
III) Power, fuel and Water costs 
IV) Labour and Administration costs 
V) Other costs. 
All these cost elements would be established separately, 
however, the text would only furnish the total maximum build-
up operating cost which remains constant during the life of a 
project , while the appendix would provide the yearly build-up. 
It has been discussed in Chapter-4 that the comparable 
output level has been determined on the basis of the expected 
level of spindle production at 300 working days per annum for 
modern technology. However, the actual productivity level in 
Bangladesh falls much below the expected or the manufacturer's 
recommended level. It was -seen in Chapter-4that the estimated 
actual level of . p~odudtivity~ . fell much below the 
expected level and failed to coincide with the comparable scale 
of output (Q) even after making adjustments for higher machine 
speed of 1981 machinery. An attempt was therefore made in 
section to increase the number of working days beyond 300 to 
reach the comparable scale. As a result of which, the 
number of working days had been increased to 340 to 362 per 
annum (See table 4.14 ). This had its obvious advantages 
as with the increase in working days the 
utilization of machinery increases which does not necessarily 
mean escalation in investment costs but rather an increase in the 
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operating cost as more labour hours are required, more 
power is being consumed and more spares are needed, etc. 
The operating costs for both expected and the estimated pro-
ductivity level would be estimated in order to take into account 
the loss in profitability due to operating and management ineffe-
ciency. This has an obvious advantage as Pickett and 
Robson (1981) have concluded in their study that an increase in 
effeciency in the developing countries could be more beneficial 
than the uncritical choice of technology. Such increase in effe-
ciency will equal the expected and the estimated actual level 
of productivity and operating cost. Achievement of such effe-
ciency is evident in Hongkong and in some African countries. 
The operating cost requireoents would first be calculated for 
the modern then the intermediate and finally the traditional 
technologies for the production stages discussed earlier. 
Modern Spinning and Composite Technologies 
Operating costs required for spinning and the composite 
units have been calculated in accordance with the five (5) 
cost elements established earlier. These cost elements 
would ba calculated.for UK, Japanese, Indian and Rumanian 
spinning and composite technologies separately. Each of the 
cost elements would provide the total maximum build-up of 
operating cost at the actual and expected productivity levels. 
Annual Raw Mat-erial' Cost(Co~tElement - I) 
The raw-material cost comprises of raw-cotton and SlZlng 
material costs and material transfer tax within the factory-
shed. The tax imposed for material transfer is applicable in 
the case of intermediate products i.e on the yarn when it is 
transferred from the spinning to the weaving section. This 
tax is Tk.0.35 per lb. of yarn which is to be added to the cost 
of the composite units, while for the spinning units, the taxes 
are paid by the purchasers. The calculation of raw-material 
costs for the spinning units exclude the sizing materials • 
The raw-cotton requirement would vary across the alternative 
technologies, as the wastage level of theSe technologies differs. 
Wile for composite unit, the cotton is processed in the same factory 
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shed, and the yarn is directly transferred to the weaving-shed 
therefore its sub-process wastage level is low and the total 
raw-cotton requirement is also low. The raw-cotton requirement 
of modern spinning and weaving technologies have , therefore, 
been estimated for the above three (3) levels. It would be 
relevant to mention here that the total raw-cotton requirement 
would be met by 80 per cent fresh raw-cotton of 1.062 inch 
staple length and 20 per cent usuable waste The selected yarn 
of 32s count is a medium quality yarn , an it was observed in 
the 18 surveyed mills that yarn of such quality is produced by 
mixed cotton l.e fresh and usuable cotton mixed in the ratio of 
80:20. 11 The raw- material requirements for the three 
levels mentioned have been estimated and shown in appendix 6.13 
It has been found that the overall cotton waste for the spinning 
is about 12.86 per cent Out ofthe total wastage , 40 per cent 
is unuseable, while 60 per cent is saleable in the market for 
different end uses. 
As has been mentioned earlier, the raw-cotton is almost entirely 
imported, while the usuable waste cotton is locally available 
from other mills or from own cotton waste. The C&F and ex-
factory cost of raw-cotton are Tk.l2.08 and Tk.6.0 respectively 
which have been estimated from the surveyed mills and the BTMC 
Planning and Development Department. The fresh raw-cotton , 
besides~he C&F cost is subject to 3.5 per cent import duty and 
/
while 
20 per cent for sales tax, landing , transportation and other 
miscellaneous expenses are estimated-to be another 3.5 per cent 
on the C&F. In total , an additional 27 per cent on CIF prices 
need to be added for total raw-cotton cost at the 
factory-site. However, the ex-factory cost of 
waste cotton is inclusive of all these costs and are not subject 
to any duties and taxes. The details of the yearly costs for 
fresh and usuable waste cotton have been given in appendix 6.14 
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Table-6.24 belm·r shows the raw-cotton costs for 3 level of 
inputs of the three different technologies. It has been assumed 
that the raw-material requirement for actual and the expected 
production level do not vary as the wastage level at the sub-
process stages remain the same.Tne table shows the raw-material 
cost of the spinning and composite technologies. The cost of the 
composite technology include the cost of thi sizing materials whicih 
has been estimated to be 3 per cent of the raw cotton cost. 
TABLE 6.24 
• c A.nna.Jll: Raw-· Mate~ial C"ost ·~ for Modern Technologies, 
(In Million Taka) 
Type of Input Raw-Cotton Excise/ Sizing Total 
Technologies Technology Cost Taxes Materials Cost 
Spinning Unit Service _ 8a.:u. _ 8~;1.1 
(I + II + RF) Centre 
Spinning Unit 
(I + II + RF) Handloom -88.78 ... - 8f} .. }J? .. 
Composite Unit Composite 85. 96, . 2.58 . 1. 94 - _. ' . 90-48 
(I to IV) ',•leaving 
The total raw-cotton cost for input to the Service Centre, 
Handloom and the Composite Weaving are Tk.88.12 million, Tk.88.78 
million and Tk.85.96 million.respectively. The cost of raw-cotton 
as input for the Handloom and the Service Centre weaving should be 
higher by 2.5 and 3.28 per cent than the Composite unit in order 
to meet the comparable scale of output (Q). The total raw-
material cost required by the Composite unit is Tk$0.48~ million, 
VJhich includes Tk. 2. 58 million and 1. 94· million for exc-ise duty 
and sizing material costs respectively. 
Snares and Accessories Cost (Cost Element - II) 
The total spares cost comprises of the cost of spares for 
local and imported machinery. It has been established from the 
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survey of the 18 mills that the annual ( i.e 300 days) 
spares cost would be about 2 and 3 per cent of the CIF and 
ex-factory cost of the imported and local machinery respectively. 
Spares cost for the local machinery would be entailed at the very 
start-up period i.e at the end of the 3rd year, while for the 
imported machinery this cost would be taken from the 6th year, 
as because the cost of the later includes spares supply for 
two years. At the 6th year ,the total annual spares .cost would 
reach its maximum and as has been established earlier~ee Working 
Capital) 75 per cent of the total spares cost would include 
imported spares while the remaining 25 per cent would be met by 
local supplies. The imported spares cost at the factory-site 
would include the CIF cost, 15 per cent inport duty, 2.5 per cent 
landing and transportation costs and 2 per cent miscellaneous 
and other costs i.e an additional 20 per cent would be on CIF 
cost need to be assumed to obtain the total spares costs. For 
local spares, an additional 25 per cent on ex-factory cost need 
to be taken into account, which would comprise of 20 per cent 
excise duty, 2 per cent transportation costs and 3 per cent misce-
llaneous and other costs. In accordance with this the total 
consumption costs of the imported and local spares for UK, Jap~nese, 
Indian and RumanianSpinning and Composite units have been cal-
c~lated and given in appendix 6.15 The appendix also shows 
the yearly consumption from the start-up period to the 6th year 
when the maximum consumption is attained. 
The consumption costs for spares so far ca~ulated have 
been based on 300 working days operating at the expected 
productivity level. However, it has been seen that to maintain 
the comparative scale of output (Q) by the Service Centre and 
the Handloom , the spinning units require to process 2.5 and 
3.28 per cent more raw-material because ofhigher sub-process 
level wastage • It has been calculated that at the expected prod-
uction level , the spinning unit need to be operated for 3G8 to 
310 days as compared to the Composite unit where the yarn is 
directly transfered to the weaving section(See table 4.14 ). 
Moreover, if the estimated actual productivity level is taken into 
account the processing time required would further increase i.e 
the number of working days would be beyond 300 dh~a~l; tl4~as been 
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assumed that the spares cost would also increase proportionately 
with the extra operational days: 
i.e s Sc X D • • ••• • ••••• • •••• • • ( F) = 300 
Hhere s = Spares cost required for the number of 
working days 
Sc = Spares cost for 300 days. 
D = The number of working days. 
According to the equation (F), the spares cost of the 
extra working days have been calculated • Table 6.25 gives 
the annual spares costs incurred for spinning unit which supplies 
yarn to the Service Centre and the Handloom , and for the Composite 
unit by the alternative technology sources viz. UK, Japan, India 
and Rumania. 
The table ,.._ highligtts three factors : (a) the variations in 
the cost of spares among the different technology sources, (b) the 
variations in costs due to the processing of vari~ble amount of 
raw-cotton snd (c) the variations due to the difference between 
the expected and estimated actual levels of production. The 
most significant difference is among the alternative technology 
sources, for spinning unit which supplies yarn to the Service 
Centre. The cost of spares are Tk.2.87m;Tk.2.98m.,Tk.3.68 and Tk.X.l8 
· respechve1.y 
million for Indian, Rumanian ,Japanese and U~ technologieo/ i.e 
the cost of spares increases if the source of technolgy is U~ 
instead of India by 45.64 per cent. This idifference would be 
the same for the spinning unit when it provides yarn to the hand-
loom weavers, the consumption of spares would increase in 
proportion to _the number of working days. For the composite unit, 
the spares cost are Tk.5.73m,Tk.5.94m,Tk.6.29m,and Tk.8.2lm_respec-
tively , the highest cost being for UK and the lowest for the Indiar 
technolog~es,~.e an increase in cost of 43.10 per cent for the UK. 
/
tne table shows 
Finally the difference in spares cost due to the variations 
in the expected and tte estimated actual productivity levels. 
The _,......__ cost for the spinning unit would increase between 
TARLE 6.25 
ANNUAL SPARES COST OF MODERN TECHNOLOGIES 
(In Million Taka) 
U.K JAPAN INDIA RUMANIA 
Input Harking Working \Vorking Working 
Types of Unit To : Days Cost Days Cost. Days Cost Days Cost 
AT EXPECTED PRODUCTIVITY 
Spinning(I+II+RF) . s.c 1./ 308 4.19 308 3.68 308 2.87 308 2.98 
Spinning(I+II+RF) Hand loom 310 4.21 310 3.70 310 2.89 310 3.21 
Composit~(I td IV) ~1 • 111 ?. I 300 8.21 300 6.29 300 5.73 300 5.94 




Spinning(I+II+RF) s.c 349 4.74 341 4.07 359 3.35 352 3.41 
Spinning(I+II+RF) Handloom 351 4.77 343 4.10 362 3.38 355 3.44 
Composito(I to IV) 3/340/ 9.34 332/ 7.06 351/ 6.62 344/ 6.80 
343 343 343 343 
Note: 1/ s.c : Service Centre 
2! 
Jj 
M.W : Modern Weavin' 
Working Days : Spinning Weaving 
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10.71 to 16.55 per cent and 10.64 to 16.77 per cent for 
Japanese, UK, Rumanian and Indian technologies, when supplying 
yarn to the Service Centre and the Handloom sectors respectively.The 
Japanese technology would have the lowest increase in spares cost as 
it is found to haye the high~st productivity~level among the techno-
logies considered,while the Indian woulq have the lowest. The cost 
of spares increase for the Composite units and-are between 12.25 
15.64 per cent for Japanese,UK, Rumanian and Indtan technologies,and 
once again the Japanese (Composite unit) technology has the 
lowest while the Indian the highest.spares costs. 
Power, Fuel and via ter Cost (Cost Element - III) 
The observed power consumption based on 300 production days 
at the expected productivity level and with the spindle speed 
for both spinning and composite units have been given in tables 
5.4 and 5.8 • The power consumption of the spinning unit 
which supplies yarn to the Service Centre and the Handloom weavers, 
have been adjusted according to the formula (F) derived earlier. 
The power consumption at the actual level of productivity requires 
adjustment,as the operating spindle speed is lower than the expec-
ted productivity level. As has already been mentioned that the 
absorbed power consumption of the machinery varies with the 
machine or spindle speed or with the yarn count. According 
to the Figure 4.6 , at actual spindle speed between 10,000 to 
10,500 r.p.m, the adjustment factor would be 0.889 The absorbed 
power consumption of the spinning _and the Composite units 
expected pro~uctivi~y level would have t9 be -multiplied ·by 
0.889 for spinning , while for the weaving section , with a 
factor of 0. 938. The cost per KHh. of power is taken as Tk .1. 05 
which is the industrial cost per unit. The cost of power 
consumption for lighting and miscellaneous pnrpose have been esti-
mated with the help of the equation 1 (F). The details of the 
poHer consumption in KWh at the expected and actual productivity 
levels with the yearly cost build-up for the total production 
have been furnished in appendix 6.16. Table 6.26 shows the 
total maximun cost at the 5th year, after which the power cost 
remains constant for both exnected and actual productivity levels 
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cost which has been assumed to be identical for all the tech-
nology sources. This cost has been estimated from the surveyed 
mills and based on 300 working days and is Tk.413,3 and Tk.700.0 
thousand for spinning and composite units respectively.Thecfuel cost 
has to be adjusted according to the number of working days 
applying the equation (F). Finally, there has been no separate 
provision for the water cost rather it has been assumed that the 
lightening and miscellaneous power cost would accomodate the 
water cost. 
The variations in the.costs of power and fuel consumption 
could be explained in the same manner as for the spares costs. 
For spinning , the cost varies by Tk.9.95 million to Tk.ll.26 
million among Japanese, Ru~anian, Indian and Uk technologies,when 
supplying yarn to the Service Centre i.e a difference of 13.16 
per cent between the highest and the lowest consumptions. This 
difference would be identical for the spinning unit when it supplies 
yarn to the handloom weavers, the consumption of spares increases 
~proportionately with the number of working days. For Composite 
unit, the power and fuel cost increases require different expla-
nations. Japanese composite technology has the highest consump-
tion cost of Tk.27.89 million followed by Rumanian(Tk.27.60m);UK(Tk. 
27.30m) and Indian(Tk.26~56m)technologies,i.e India has the lowest I 
The difference in cost between the highest and the lowest consump-
tion requirements of power and fuel is 5.0 per cent. The 0 
power and fuel costs required by the alternative sources of spinn-
ing and composite technologies 
tions than the cost of spares. 
unit has the lowest and the UK 
experience relatively less varia-
Although the Japanese spinning 
, the highest power and fuel 
costs, but for the composite unit this order changes- due to the 
large number of looms required for the Japanese technology in 
order to achieve the comparable scale of output(Q). Finally the 
variation in the power and fuel costs due to the expected and 
the estimated actual production increases between 1.93 to 6.78 
and 1.87 to 6.96 per cent for Japanese, UK, Rumanian and Indian 
technologies when yarn is being supplied by the spinning units 
to the Service Centre and the handloom weavers respectively. For 
Composite unit, the power and fuel costs increases by 3.54 to 5.12 
per cent for Japanese, Rumanian, Uk and the Indian technologies. 
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Although, the Japanese composite technology has the highest 
power cost at the expected productivity level, but the increase in 
cost is a miniQum among all the alternatives abecause of higher 
overall productivity level. 
Labour and Administration Cost (Cost Element - IV) 
The wages and salary structure of the BTMC has b~en u~ed to 
calculate_ the modern sector wage and administrative 
costs ( See Chapter - 4). It was seen in CHapter-' tha~ 
these wages have been classified according to their skill 
composition, while the administrative salaries according to their 
administrative grades. The total annual wages and salaries 
calculated had included all the allowances for the operatives and 
the administrative staff. In the section on the selection of 
machinery,a detailed discussion on .the requirement of the number 
of operatives and administrative staff according to their skill 
composition and adminstrative grades,has been put forward. 
the total number of operatives and administrative personnel 
already established the total wages and salaries required for 
From 
them may be calculated. The total wages and salaries 
cost would be maximum from the 4th year when the 84 per cent of 
the output level is achieved and would remain constant during 
the project life-time. However, it has been assufled that 
the recruitment of the workers would start from the very beginn-
ing of the 3rd year as they would be required to help with insta-
llation and other works. They will be trained in the process and 
eventually some of them would be recruited as semi-skilled 
operatives. wnile the supervisory staff and the skilled operatives 
would be directly appointed and assumed/f~ogethe local people. 
At the initial stage all the operatives would be paid an identieal 
wage rate same as for the un- skilled operatives. It has been 
assumed that in the 3rd year, the total wages accumulated would be 
for 3 months for all the operatives. The administrative workers 
would in fact , be appointed from the time of the construction 
of the project, and would gradually reach its total strength 
in the 4th year. All administrative salaries for year 1, 2 and 
good part of the 3rd year had been included in the overhead 
cost of the project during its construction period, while the last 
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3 months of the 3rd year and the costs incurred during this 
period have been included in the operating costs. The build-
up of the administrative salaries and allowances reaches 
its peak during the 3rd year. The total annual wages cost 
has been estimated based on 390 working days, however , if the 
number of working days exceeds 300 then the equation(F' )woUld be 
be applied to determine the additional wage cost. 'No additional 
salaries would be considered for administrative staff, as because 
iin Bangladesh although many mills have 345 production days but 
the administrative staff work on the basis of 300 days. Nevertheles 
, the adminstrative overhead have been increased for mills which 
work more than 300 days and have been included in 'other costs' 
(i.e Cost Element- V). The appendices 6.17 show the total 
wages and salaries according to their skill cowposition and 
administrative grades. The table 6.27furnishes the total wages 
and salaries cost for UK, Japan , Indian and Ruwanian technologies. 
These costs remain constant during the life-time of the project. 
The table shows that the wages and salaries cost of the 
spinning units,are Tk.7.53m, Tk.7 .. 64m, _Tk.7.80m and.Tk.8.08 m_illion 
for UK, Japanese,~ Iftdian and Ru~anian technologies respectively when 
supplying yarn to the Servic.e Centre~ These cost increase to Tk .-7. 57m 
Tk.7.68m,Tk.7.83m and Tk.8.12m for the corr~sponding t€~hnologies 
~h~n supplyihg yarn to-the handlo~m weavers. The wage cost dif~e~en­
tial between the'UK and the Indian technologies for yarn- supply to 
the Service Ceritre and &andioom weavers are 7~3b and 7~4 per cent 1 
~espectively._For the:~mpo~ite unit;these qosts ar~ Tk.l2.3lm,.T~.l2.6lmm, 
Tk.l7.7.0nL_ari9. T~. l_2.90.mi.lliQn. . for UK, Japanese, Indian 
. . :respectixel)' 
and Ruman1an technolog1esj1.e a d1f1erence of 5.3 per cent between 
the UK and the Indian technologies. 
Finally, in order to mai rtain the comparable scale of output 
(Q) the wages and salaries cost at the estimated actual level 
becomes higher than the expected level of productivity. The table 
shows/t9:<?;g-8 vTages and salaries cost for spinning unit suppling 
yarn to the Service Centre increases by 8.24,10.22,11.26 -anq, 12.~2 per cen1 
for Japanese, U~{,Ru;nanian and Indian technologies respectiyelJ'tcorrespondingly 
by 8.20,10.17 ,11.45 and 13.02 when sup£lyiz!gthe same to the Eandloom 
weavers. The lowest wage and salaries cost for the spinning units 
TARLE fL2:1_ 
ANNUAL_CO~TS OF \'!AGES AND SALARIES OF MODERN TECHNOLOGIES 
(In Million Taka) 
U.K JAPAN INDIA Rut1ANIA 
Input Harking vJorking Harking Harking 
Types of Unit 'T'o : Days Cost Days Cost. Days Cost Days Cost 
AT EXPECTED PRODUCTIVITY 
Spinning(I+II+RF) . s.c 1/ 308 7.53 308 7.64 308 7.80 308 8.08 
Spinning(I+II+RF) Hand loom 310 7.57 310 7.68 310 7.83 310 8.12 
Composit~(I td IV) ~1. H ?_I 300 12.31 300 12.61 300 12.70 300 12.98 
AT ESTIMATED ACTUAL PRODUCTIVITY 
I 
!Jl". 
Spinning(I+II+RF) s.c 31~ 9 8.30 341 8.27 359 8.80 352 8.99 1--' I 
Spinning(I+II+RF) Hand1oom 351 8.34 343 8.31 362 8.85 355 9.05 
Compositn(I to IV) 2./340/ 13.36 332/ 13.97 351/ 14 ." 1 344/ 14.54 
343 343 343 343 
Hote: l/ ~.c . f~orvice Contra . 
2! M.W : Modern Weaving 
11 Workin~ Days : Spinning/ Weaving 
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supplying yarn to the Service Centre and the Handloorn weavers 
is occupied by the Japanese source, while the highest for the 
former is occupied 
by the Indian • 
increases by 8.52, 
by the Rumanian technology and for the latter 
For composite unit, the wage and salaries cost 
10.78, 12.02 and 12.68 per cent for the UK, 
Japanese, Rumanian and Indian technologies respective~y •. The UK 
technology has the lowest wage and salaries cost and also the lowest 
increase followed by the Japanese, Rumanian and the Indian 
technology. 
Other Costs (Cost Element - V) 
Other costs include adminstrative overhead, office and factory 
maintenance and miscellaneous expenditures. Administrative over-
heads for stationery, etc have been estimated to be 20 per cent 
of the administrative salaries at the expected productivity level 
for 300 wDrking days, however it increases to 30 per cent for 
the actual productivity level. As the adminstrative and manage-
ment personnel required are the same for all the alternative tech-
nology sources , the adminstrative overhead for them is also 
identical. The office and maintenance cost has been assumed to 
be identical for all sources of technology and has been estimated to 
be Tk. 700 thousand for the Composite and. Tk.400· thousan4' forspinning units 
respectively. The miscellaneous cost has been estimated to be 
2 per cent of the total labour and administrative costs. The 
'Other Costs' reaches its maximum at the 6th year and remains 
constant during the project life-time. The appendix 6.18 gives the 
yearly build-up of the 1 other costs 1 , while the table 6. 28 shows 
the maximum costs. 
The total expenditures involved in 'other Costs' as shown in 
table varies between Tk.904 and T~.915.thousand for UK,Japan_ese, 
Indian and Rumanian spinning units supplying yarn to the Service 
Centre. The difference between the lowest and the higest costs 
occupied by UK and the Rumanian technologies respectively is 
only 1.23 per cent and remains identical for spinning units supply-
ing yarn to the handloom weavers. Similarly for the Composite unit, 
UK occupies the 1 0 west requirement of 'other cost' of Tk.l.37 
million and Rumania the highest of Tk.l.38 miilion , the difference 
Ti\nLE 6..28 
ANNUAL OTHER OPERATING COSTS OF MODERN TECHNOLOGIES 
(In Million Taka) 
U.K JAPAN INDIA RUtHUIA 
Input Harking Harking Harking Working 
Ty pe s of TJ n it To : Dnys Cost Days Cost Days Cost Dnys Cost 
AT EXPECTED PRODUCTIVITY 
Spinning(I+II+RF) s.c 1./ 308 0.904 308 0.906 308 0.910 308 0.915 
Spinning(I+II+RF) Hand loom 310 0.905 310 0.907 310 0.910 310 0.916 
Composit~(I td IV) H. 11/ 3._/ 300 1.372 300 1.378 300 1.380 300 1.385 
AT ESTIMATED ACTTJ/\L PRODUCTIVITY 
I 
0" 
Spinning(I+II+RF) s.c 349 1.096 341 1.095 359 1.105 352 1.109 \..JJ I 
Spinning(I+II+RF) Handloom 351 1.097 343 1.096 362 1.107 355 1.111 
Composite(! to IV) Jj 340/ 1.606 332/ 1.618 351/ 1.625 344/ 1.629 
343 343 343 343 
Hote: 1/ s.c . Service Centre . 
2! M.W : Modern Weaving 
11 Working Days : Spinning/ Weaving 
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between them is about 1.02 per cent only. Finally, in order 
to maintain the comparable scale of output (Q) at the actual 
productivity level the 'other cost' increases between 20.88 to 
21.54 per cent for the spinning units of UK, Japanese, Indian and 
Rumanian technologies when supplying yarn to the handloom weavers 
and the Service Centre. For the composite unit it increases between 
17.04 to 17.77 per cent for the alternative technology sources 
mentioned. It appears that the difference between the variation 
in the other costs requirement of the alternative technology sources 
is not so significant. 
Annual 
Total/Operating Cost Requirement of the Modern Technologies 
The total operating cost requirements of the modern spinning 
and composite units of the alternative technology sources viz. 
UK, Japan, India and Rumania can be established by combining the 
cost elements I to IV. The costs can be calculated at the expected 
as well as the estimated actual productivity levels. The appen~-
. 6.19 . t• t .. d1xjshow the bu1ld-up of the operea 1ng cos s wh1ch reach the 
maximum in the 6th year and remain constant during .the project 
life-time at the expected and the estimated actual productivity 
levels for all the sources of modern alternative technology 
Table 6.29shows the maximum annual operating costs for the alter-
native sources of technology. UK has the highest cost of Tk.ll2.0m, 
followed by Rumania(Tk.ll0.64m),India(Tk.ll0.47m)and Japanese tech-·~ 
nologies (Tk.llO.Om).The difference in operating costs is not so 
significant, only 1.54 per cent between the UK and the Japanese tecr 
nologies. When supplying yarn to the handloom weavers these costs 
increase to Tk.ll2.8m,Tk.ll0.9m, Tk.lll.26m and Tk.lll.65 million 
for UK, Japanese, Indian and Rumanian technologies. Again the diffe-
rential in cost is less significant i.e only 1.71 per cent. For 
the composite unit, the operating costs are Tk.l39.67m, Tk.l38.65m, 
Tk.l36.84m and Tk.l38.38 million for UK, Japanese, Indian and 
Rumanian technology sources respectively. Again UK remains the 
technology occupying the highest operating cost for the composite 
unit, while the Indian has the lowest.The operating costs at the 
estimated actual productivity level in order to attain the comparablE i 
scale of output (Q) have increased. The table shows that the opera--
TARLE 6.22 
TOTAL ANNUAL~ Operating Costs of Modern Technologies 
(In Million Taka) 
U.K JAPAN INDIA 
Input Harking Vlorking Harking 
Ty pe s of TJ n it To : Days Cost Days Cost. Days Cost 
AT EXPECTED PRODUCTIVITY 
Spinning(I+TI+RF) . s.c 1./ 308 112.00 308 110.30 30R 110.47 
Spinning(I+II+RF) Hand loom 310 112.80 310 111.09 310 111.26 
Composit~(I td IV) t1.H ?:_/ 300 139.67 300 138.65 300 136.84 
AT ESTIMATED ACTUAL PRODUCTIVITY 
Spinning(I+II+RF) s.c 349 113.94 341 111.69 359 112.88 
Spinning(I+II+RF) Handloom 351 114.74 343 112.48 362 113.73 
Composite(! to IV) 2./340/ 143.27 332/ ' _142. 01 351/ 140.98 
343 343 .34-3-
note: 1/ E>.C : Service Centre 
2! M.W : Modern Weaving 
















ting cost for the spinning units supplying yarn to the Service 
Centre have increased by 1.26, 1.73, 1.84 and 2.18 per cent for 
the Japanese, UK, Rumanian and the Indian technologies respectively 
and correspondingly increases by 1.25, 1.72, 1.68 and 2.22 per cent 
when supplying yarn to the handloom weavers. It appears therefore, 
that the increase in the total operating costs incurred by the 
alternative technology,sources is not very significant. This is 
because the increase in the costs comes from the rise in the wages, 
power and spares costs which constitute only 20 per cent of the 
total operating costs, while the raw-material cost forms 80 per-
cent. The increase in the operating costs is the lowest for 
the Japanese spinning unit because of its higher level of actual 
productivity, while it is the highest for the Indian technology. 
However, the UK remains to be the source requiri~ the highest 
operating costs. For composite units, the operating costs have 
increased to Tk.l43.27m, Tk.l42.0lm, Tk.l40.98m and Tk.l42.14 
million for UK, Japanese, Indian and Rumanian sources respectively. 
The Japanese technology has the lowest and the Indian , the 
highest increase in the operating costs.Nevertheless, the UK incurs 
the highest operating cost for its composite unit followed by 
Rumania, Japan and India. 
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INTERMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY 
The operating cost required by the intermediate techno-
logy would established following the method adopted for the 
modern technology. The operating cost would be calculated for 
the Service Centre, ATDA pedal , RFC power and KVIC spinning and 
for the/~mposite unit with pedal and pow~r looms. The maximum 
operating costs attained by these technologies remain constant 
during the project life-time. Each cost 
element would be given in the tables, while the build-up of the 
cost elements at 12 and 84 per cent production levels have 
been given in the appendices 6.20. At the end of this 
section a summary providing the total operating costs incurred 
during the build-up period will be given. 
Raw-Material Costs (Cost Element - I) 
The raw-material costs for the ATDA pedal, RFC power and 
KVIC hand spinning will only include raw-cotton costs. While 
for the Composite unit with pedal and power looms, the costs 
of raw-cotton and sizi~ materials would be considered along with 
the tax for the transfer of intermediate yarn as explained for 
modern composite technologies. The raw-material costs for the· 
Service Centre would include the cost Qf the intermediate output 
(yarn) frum the modern s~ctor and the sizing materials. As has 
already been mentioned that the raw-cotton requirement of the 
alternative sources of intermediate spinning and composite unit 
varies according to the different sub-process wastage level. The 
ATDA pre-spinning supplies 'Roving' to the pedal spinners, who 
in turn supply yarn to the handloom weavers. \mile the RFC power 
and the KVIC handspinners also supply their intermediate product 
to the handloom weavers. However, the intermediate output of 
the Composite unit with pedal and power looms is directly tran-
ferred to the weaving shed. Accordingly, the raw-cotton require-
ment of all theintermediate technologies with the exception of 
the Service Centre have been calculated using raw-cotton mixed 
in the prpportion of 80 per cent fresh and 20 per cent useable 
waste cotton , the sameas for modern technology. The raw-cotton 
requirement has been given in the appendix 6.13 It could 
be seen from the appendix that the overall wastage of the RFC power 
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power spinning is the saffi~as for modern spinning which is 
12.86 per cent , while for the ATDA pedal and the KVIC spinning, 
the wastage levels are 13.70 and 14.55 per cent respectively. 
Of the total wastage 40 per cent is useable, while 60 per cent 
is saleable waste for different end uses. 
The raw-cotton costs have been calculated in the same~man~~~ as 
for modern technology and the sizing costs have also been 
estimated to be 3 per cent of the raw-cotton costs, The yarn 
requirement of the Service Centre has been based on the objective 
of matching the comparable scale of output (Q) and would be 
purchased from the mills at the selling price. The selling price 
of the mills have been obtained from the BTMO and is Tk.25.13 
including Tk.0.35 for excise duty. It has been assumed that 
the Servic Centre would get its yarn supply from the Handloom 
Board at a cost, which is 5 per cent higher than the mill price so 
as to accomodate distribution and other costs • 21 It would 
also include another 2 per cent on yarn cost for sizing materials. 
The raw-material costs for the Service Centre, spinning and Compo-
site unit at maximum productivity level are shown in table 6.30. 
2/ It may be mentioned here tha the Bangladesh Handloom Board 
has at present seven Textile Facility Centres(TFC). It 
supplies yarn to these centres. The Handloom Board has also 
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Comparison of the raw-cotton costs can be made 
between the ATDA pedal , RFC power and the KVIC handspinnin8 
and the RFC composite units (pedal and power looms). The raw-
cotton costs , would be Tk.88,78 million, Tk.90.53 million 
and Tk.86.38 million respectively in order to deliver the identical 
scale of output (Q) at the end of the production process. It 
appears from the table ,_ that the spinning unit supplying yarn 
to the Composite unit has the lowest cost. The raw-
cotton cost of the ATDA pedal , RFC power and the KVIC handspinning 
have increased by 3.79, 2.78 and 4.8 per cent respectively than 
the RFC . composita unit. Compared to the raw-material 
I -, 
cost of the modern spinning,.the cost required:for the .ATDA and KVIC: 
hand spinning are 1.0 and 1.97 per ci~nt higher-respectively,while 
the RFC power spinning ha·s the same cost.. The 
yarn input cost of the Service Centre is Tk.l47.36 million which 
much higher than the input cost of other technologies. This 
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is because it represents the yarn at ex-factory price, excise duty 
and distribution costs. The ex-factory yarn cost has already 
included in the raw-cotton cost which takes into consi1era-
tion value added and any surplus. 
Suares Cost (Cost Element - II) 
The spares cost,as for the modern technology comprises of 
the cost of spares for imported and local machinery. The annual 
spares consumption based on 300 working,days is estimated to be 
3 per cent for both CIF and ex-factory costs. However, unlike 
the modern sector, all the spares for the inter~ediate technology 
are locally manufactured and supplied. The total cost of the 
spares would include ex-factory price and an additional 25 per cent 
on it for excise duty (20 per cent), transport(2 per cent) and 
miscellaneous costs(3 per cent). The spares cost for imported 
machinery would be incurred from the 6th year, as the ~achinery 
price includes 2 years' spares cost. While for local machinery, 
it is incurred from the 3rd year. The spares cost would build-up 
to its maximum in the 6th year and from then on will remain 
constant during the project life -time. For 'l,oTorld ng days beyond 
300, the spares cost would be adjusted on the bas is of the equat-ion 
1 F 1 • The appendices 6. 21 show the build-up of the spares costs 
on an yearly basis. The table 6.31 belo\v gives the maximum spares 
costs required by the Service Centre, the spinning andfor 
composite units. 
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TABLE 6. 31 
Annual Spares Costs of Intermediate Technologies 
(In Million Taka) 
At Expected At Est. A~t ual. 
Product iv i t:t Productivit:t 
Types of Unit Input To: W.Da:ts Costs W. Day·~ Costs 
Service Centre Hand loom 300 0.17 300 0.17 
(Stage III) 
Spinning Unit 
ATDA Pedal Spg. Pedal 300 5.26 300 5.26 
(Stages 6 ~+II+RF) Charka 
RFC Power Spg. Hand loom 309 3.12 350 3.12 
(Stages I+II+RF) 
KVIC Hand Spg. 
(Stages I+II+RF) Hand loom 300 7.51 300 7.51 
Composite·Unit 
With Pedal Loom RFC Pedal: 300 6.11 a~~40/ 6.50 
(Stages I to IV) Loom"Wvg. 300 
With Power Loom RFC Power 300 5.32 ~~40/ 5.71 
(Stages I to IV) Loom ~vvg. 300 
Note: ~I Working days for Spinning/Weaving 
The spares and accessories costs of the Service Centre is 
Tk.l65 thousand and rer:Jains the same as the expected· ·productivity 
. the. _A'T'l)A 
level is unchanged at the estimated actual level.The costs or/Peaal 
RFC power and the KVIC hand spinning are Tk.5.26m, Tk.3.12 m and 
Tk.7.51 million respectively. This shows that the spares cost 
of the ATDA pedal and the KVIC spinning are 68.6 and 140.6 per cent 
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higher than the RFC spinning respectively. At the estimated 
actual productivity , the spares and accessories costs of the 
ATJA pedal and the KVIC hand spinnins do not change, while the 
RFC spinning increases by 13.26 per cent, this increase in cost, however, 
still remains lower than those for the ATDA pedal and the KVIC 
power spinning. The spares cost at the estimated actual produc-
tivity level for the ATDA pedal , RFC power and the KVIC hand-
spinning supplying yarn to the handloom weavers can be compared 
to the alternative sources of modern spinning technolosies furnish-
ing yarn to the handloom weavers • It shows that the ATDA pedal 
and the KVIC Ambar Charka require spares cost between 10.32 to 
55.78 per cent and 57.45 to ·122.32 per cent more than the UK, 
Japanese, Rumanian and Indian technologies respectively. The RFC 
spinning , on the other hand has spares cost of about 2.95 and 4.66 
per cent higher than the Rumanian and the Indian technology 
sources , and 13.13 and 25.88 per cent loHer than the Japanese 
RFC with 
and the UK. The costs of thejComposite uniy pedal and power looms 
are Tk.6.11 million and Tk.5.32 million respectively i.e the 
fDrmer (pedal looms)requires 14.85 per cent more for procuring 
spares. At the estimated actual productivity level, the spares 
costs for pedal and power composite unit increase by 6.38 and 
7.33 per cent respectively, and this increase is entirely from· 
the spinning section of the composite ·unit, as the actual 
productivity levels w_ere considered for them. 
The spares cost of the RFC pedal and power looms at the 
estimated actual producitivty level compares with the modern 
composite units quite favourably They have been estimated to 
be between 1.85 to 30.38 per cnet and 13.78 to 38.84 per cent 
lower than the Indian, Rumanian and UK composite technologies. 
Power, Fuel and Water Costs (Cost Element - III) 
The installed and absorbed power costs required by the Service 
Centre, ATDA pedal, RFC power and KVIC hand spinning and the 
Composite unit with pedal or power loom have already been given 
in tables 5.13 aiid 5.2l.These e::s.tirnates were based on expected produc-
tivity and on 300 working days. At actual productivity, adjust-
ments for power consumption costs will have to made. These adjust-
ments are only required for sub-processes upto spinning,as for 
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pre-weaving and weaving , the productivity level for the 
expected and the actual are the same (See Chapter -5 ) . The 
spindle speed at the actual productivity comes down from 10,000 
r.p.m to 7,500 r.p.m • The adjustment which is 0.90 can be 
found from the diagram, and is to be multiplied with the abso'rbed ' 
the 2ower consumption at 
power to determine; the actual- productivity.. Accordingly, the adjust-
ed power consumption costs of the RFB power spinning and the 
spinning for Composite unit with pedal or power looms have been 
estimated. The appendix 6.22 shows the details of the power 
consuruptions costs on the basis of actual productivity. Eowever, 
no adjustment is required for the ATDA pedal and the KVIC hand-
driven charkas as the productivity levels considered for these 
technologies have been established from the survey and the 
operatives would be working on the basis of 300 days per annum. 
The power cost for the Service Centre, ATDA, RFC and the KVIC 
spinning and the RFC Cor.:~posite units have been given in the 
appendix 6.20 , these costs have been for shown on an yearly basis. 
The table 6.32 gives the maximuo power consumption at the 5th 
year, after which it rer.:1ains constant during the life-time of 
the project. 
The power and fuel costs of the Service Centre is about Tk.593 
thousand, which remains constant at the estimated actual produc-
tivity • The costs required by the ATDA pedal , RFC power and 
the KVIC hand-spinning are Tk.4.05 million, Tk.l2.64 million and 
Tk.4.22 million respectively. The power costs imurred by the ATDA 
pedal and the KVIC hand-spinning are one-third of the RFC power 
spinning as the ATDA and the KVIC do not consume power ~t Spinning , 
and spinning and roving ~ub-process sta~~*7:i~~~~ power and fuel 
costs for the ATDA pedal and the KVIC hand-spinning are the 
sace at expected and estimated actual productivity levels, but as 
the costs were estimated £rom the survey. 
However, for RFC power spinning the power and fuel cost 
at the estimated actual level of productivity increases by 4.45 
per cent • The power costs required by the RFC power and the KVIC 
hand-spinninz unit can be conpared with the cost requirements of 
the modern spinning unit which supplies yarn to the handlooru 
weavers. It shows that the ATDA pedal and the KVIC hand-spinning 
TABLE 6.32 
ANNUAL POWER AND FUEL COSTS OF INTERMEDIATE TECHNOLOGIES 
(In Million Taka) 
At Ex2ected Productivitx At Est. Actual Productivity 
Power Fuel Total Power Fuel Total 
Types of Unit Input To: vJ_. Days Cost Cost Costs vJ.Days Cost Cost Costs 
--~-
Service Centre Handloom 300 0.53 0.06 0.59 300 0.53 0.06 0.59 
(Stage III) 
SJ2inning Unit 
ATDA Pedal Spg. Pedal 300 3.86 0.19 4.05 300 3.86 0.19 4.05 
(Stages I+II+RF) Charka 
RFC Power Spg. Hand loom 309 12.15 0.50 12.65 350 12.58 0.56 13.14 
(Stages I+II+RF) I 
-.J 
KVIC Hand Spg. 
(Staees I+II+RF) 
Hand loom 300 3.93 0.29 4.22 300 3.93 0.29 4.22 .,._ 
I 
Com12osite Unit 
With Pedal Loom RFC Pedal 300 13.46 0.60 14.06 ~/ 340/ 13.87 0.67 14.54 
Stages I to IV) Loom Wvg. 300 
With PmoJer Loom RFC Power 300 25.10 0.60 25.70 ~/340/ 25.17 0.66 25.8.3 
(Stages I to IV) Loom Wvg. 300 
Note: Working days for Spinning/Weaving. 
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require between 34.5 to 39.7 per cent and between 37.38 to 
41.37 per cent of the UK, Indian, Rumanian and Japanese fuel 
and power costs. The low range of power cost of the ATDA 
and the KVIC technologies is due to the manual spinning processes 
of both the technologies. The power and fuel cost of the RFC 
spinning is between 11.76 to 28.81 per cent more than the UK, Indian: 
, Rumanian and the Japanese tec~nologies. Although, the relative 
power consumption per machine of the RFC is less than the modern 
spinning machinery, however its power consumption is high as it 
employs a large number of machinery to produce the comparative 
scare of output(Q.). For Composite unit, the power and fuel costs of 
the pedal and power units are Tk.l4.06 million and Tk.25.70 
million respectively. The power and fuel consumption costs of 
the pedal composite unit is only about 55 per cent o the power 
loom, as the pedal looms do not consume power at the weaving 
stage • At the estimated actual productivity level, the power and 
fuel costs of the pedal and power looms increase by 3.42 and 
4.98 per cent respectively. and the rise in costs come entirely 
from the spinning section of the Composite units. The RFC pedal 
and power composite units, however compare favourably with the 
modern composite units. Their power costs are between 50 to 52 
and 90.70 to 90.46 per cent of the Indian, UK, Rumanian, and 
Japanese cources of composite technologies. 
Labour andAdministrative Costs (Cost Element - IV) 
The wages for the intermediate technologies viz. the Service 
Centre, ATDA (upto Roving) and the KVIC (upto Drawing) prepara-
tory spinning, RFC power spinning and pre-weaving for power and 
pedal loom (Stage - III) and power loom weaving have been adopted 
from the BTMC wage grades. This has been done as because the 
intermedaite sector is not widely established in Bangladesh ,therefore, 
. - ~ . - /that tbe . th t t .1 d . d . it has been a:Jsumed exp-ana~on of e ex 1 e pro uct1on un er th1s sector 
-..1ould be under public sector initiative (See Chapter- 4 ) . As 
the skill requirement of the intermediat~ technology would be at 
the lower spectrum of the modern sector wages(discussed in Section 
wages and saiariearthe wage scales have been expanded acco!''iingly. 
The annual wages and allowances have been caluculated and classi-
fied according to their s:.o:ill composition(tablee 5.12,5.17 and. 5.19).The 
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total operatives required have also been established in 
accordance with the skill composition in the table and could 
be used together to arrive at the total wages cost of the inter-
mediate technologies mentioned above. It is to be noted that the 
total wage costs required by the ATDA pedal and the KVIC hand-spinn-
ing and the RFC pedal loom weaving include wages for the pedal 
spinner, KVIC rover and spinner and the pedal loom weaver which 
do not fall under the modern sector wages. These wages have been 
estimated from the hand-spinning and the handloom weaving survey 
conducted in Bangladesh and have been given in table 4.18 • The 
total wages costs required for the pedal and the Ambar rover and 
spinner and the pedal loom weavers have taken into account these 
wages. The total administrative salaries for the intermediate 
technologies have been taken from the BTMC admi~strative salary 
grades, however, they have been taken from the lower end of the 
administrative grades (See table_-4.17 ). The total wages 
and salaries cost requirements of the intermediate technologies 
reach its maximum in the 4th year and remains constant thereafter. 
The costs required at the 3rd year have been estimated to be id-
entical to the modern sector i.e 3 months' wages and salaries. 
The total wages and salaries have been estimated for 300 work- · 
ing days,beyond which adjustment would have to be made the same 
as for modern sector. The appendix 6.23 shows the total 
wages and salaries costs on an yearly and_differential basis, while 
the table 6.33 below furnishes the maximum wages and salaries 
cost requirements of all the intermediate technologies 
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TABLE 6.33 
. Annual Wage Costs of Intermediate Technologies 
(In Million Taka) 
At Expected At Est.Actual 
Productivity Productivit:z:: 
T:z::pes of Unit Inout To: W.Da:z::s Costs W.Da:z::s Costs 
Service Centre Hand loom 300 3.57 300 3.57 
(Stage III) 
Spinning Unit 
ATDA Pedli'rspg. Pedal 300 6 a/ 300 6.79 ~/ .• 79 b/ 
{Stages I+II+RF) Charka 56.29 - 56.29 b/ 
64.48 64.48 
RFC Power Spg. Handle om 309 33.38 350 37.47 
(Stage I+II+RF) 
KVIC Hand Spg. Hand loom 300 118.74 300 118.74 
(Stages I+II+RF) 
Composite Unit 
vli th Pedal Loom RFC Pedal 300 92.16 g./340/ 99.48 
(Stages I to IV) Loom Wvg. 300 
With Power Loom RFC Power 300 58.26 £/340/ 61.59 
(Stages I to IV) Loom Wvg. 300 
Note: a/ Wage cost for ATDA(Roving) 
~/ Wage cost for Pedal Spinners. 
£1 \-Jerking days for Spinning/vleaving. 
The wages and salaries costs of the Service Centre is Tk.3.57 
million and remains tho sa~e as the productivity levels do not 
change. The costs .of" the ATDA Pedal anC. thei~VIC spinnin;: units are 
Tk.63.07 and Tk.ll8.74 million respectively and they remain 
constant as well as the productivity level used is the observed 
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level. The wages and the salaries costs of the Ambar charka 
is about 83 per cent hi~her than the pedal spinning, the wage ~ost 
of the RFC po~cr spinning at expected and estimated actual oro-
ductivity levels are Tk.30,84 million and Tk.34.94 million respec-
tively. The increase in the wages cost at the actual productivity 
level is 13.3 per cent. The wage~ cost of the RFC spinning is 
only 55.4 and 29.5 perJcent of the pedal and the Ambar charka - ; 
respectively. The wages cost of the ATDA pedal, RFC power and the 
KVIC hand-spinningoon the other hand are between 7.12 to 7.73,3.69 
to 4.02 and 13.12 to 14.24 times higher than Rumanian,Indian~UK and 
Japanese technologies respectively.The wage cost at the expected and 
estimated actual productivity for the pedal and power loom Composite 
units are Tk.61.58m, and Tk.99.48 million and Tk.58.28 million 
and Tk.61.58 million respectively. This indicates an increase 
in the wages and salaries costs of 7.9 and 5.7 per cent at the 
estimated actual productivity levels for pedal and power looms 
respectively. This· increase in the wage cost is entirely from the 
spinning units, as the productivity levels for both the loo~s 
have been from the observed level which are the same for 
the expected and the estimated actual levels. Eowever, the wages 
66~t of the power looc is only about 62 per cent of the pedal 
loom composite unit cost. Compared to the modern composite unit, 
costs at the estinated actual producitivity level, the RFC pedal 
and the power composite unit wages and salaries cost requirements 
are between 6.3K to 6.98 and 4.0 to 4.36 times more than Rumanian, 
Indian, Japanese and Indian technologies respectively. . . 
Other Costs (Cost-Element- V) 
The components of the the 'Other Costs' are the same as 
for the modern sector, however but their proportions are not 
identical. The adminstrative overhead costs which included 
stationeries, etc for the Service Centre, ATDA pedal , ~¥~n~~E~r?nd 
~FC Composite unit with pedal or power looms have been estimated 
to be 10 per cent of the adminstrative salaries ·The miscellaneous 
costs of the f?C spinning and the Composite units are 1 per cent 
of the total wages and salaries costs, while for the Service 
Centre, ATDA pe~al and spinning, they arc 10 per cent of the ad~i­
nistrative salaries. The adminstrative overhead and ciscella-
neous costs for the KVIC spinning is estimated to be Tk.3.5 thousan+ 
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per unit. The office and factory maintenance costs hnve 
been estimated on the basis of factory units, and the cost 
required for a single Service Unit' is· Tk~)O.O thousand -and f'or 3 units 
T'.c._90.G thousand.~he office and maintenance costs for the A T~A pedal 
and the RFC power spinning and Composite unit with pedal and 
power looms are Tk .10 .o,· "Tk. 20.0 1 Tk .. 75 and Tk.45.() .thousands, 
respectively, while for 20 such units the cost requirements are 
Tk.-200 ... 0; 'Tk.· 400.0·, .Tk •. l500.0 and 'I'k. -900.0 tbo.t.(sanq reBpectively. 
For KVIC spinning Tk.).J4-~noo.sand_is_req~re~ per-unit i.e for 240 units 
it would be Tk.800,000. The total requirement of 'Other Costs' 
for the Service Centre, intermediate spinning and composite tech-
nologies have been given in table 6.34 below(se.appendix 6.20). 
TABLE 6. 34 
Annual Other Oneratin' Costs of Intermediate Technologies 
(In housand Taka) 
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Note: ~/ Working Days for Spinning/Weaving 
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The total 'other costs' require~cnts of the Service Centre is 
Tk.35,46 thousand at both levels of productivity. 1ilhile the costs 
require~ for the ATDA pedal and the KVIC hand-spinning are Tk.481 
thousand and Tk.l.52million respectively whcih remain constant 
for both levels of productivity. The costs for the RFC power 
spinning at expected and the estimated actual productivity level 
are 0.98 million and 1.15 million respectivley i.e an increase 
in the cost by 17.36 per cent for the esti~ated actual level. 
Among the intermediate spinning technologies , the KVIC has the 
highest requirement of 'other costs' which is about 31.2 and 32.17 
per cent higher than the ATDA pedal and the RFC power spinning. It is 
also between 36.94 to 39,45 per cent higher than the Indian, 
Rumanian, UK and the Japanese sources of spinning technologies. 
The total requirement of the 'Other costs' of the pedal loon at the 
expected and the estimated actual producitivity levels are Tk.2.88 
million and Tk.3.18 million respectively, while for the powerloom, 
they are Tk.l.94 million and Tk.2.21 million respectively. This 
indicates increase in the 'other costs' at the esti~ated actual 
productivity level of 10.4 and 13.92 per cent for pedal and power 
loom respectively. The costs needed by the pedal loom is about 
44.54 per cent higher than the poHer loom and ·is ·a-lso between 95.2 
to 98.75 per cent more than the Ru~anian, Indian, Japanese and the 
UK Composite technologies. 
Annual 
Total ~perating Costs of the Intermediate Technologies 
The total operating costs of the Service Centre , the ATDA 
pedal, RFC power, KVIC hand-spinning and the RFC Composite unit 
with pedal and power looms can be determined~ by adding up the 5 
cost elements already established. tThe operating costs have 
been given for the production year 6 when the costs reach their 
maximum ,but thereafter remain constan~throughout the life of tte 
project. The appendix 6.20 furnishes the yearly build-up of 
the operating costs for t~e alternative technology sources . 





Total Annual 02erating Costs of Intermediate Technologies 
(In Million Taka) 
At Expected. At Est.Actual 
Productivit:y Productivit:y 
T:ypes of Unit In2ut To: VJ.Days Costs IV.Da;ys Costs 
Service Centre Handloom 300 154.67 300 154.67 
(Stage III) 
Soinning Unit 
ATDA Pedal Spg. Pedal 300 163.93 300 163.93 
(Stages I+II+RF) Charka 
RFC Power Spg. Handloom 309 138.91 350 144.08 
(Stages I+II+RF) 
KVIC Hand Spg. Handloom 300 222.53 200 222.53 
(Stages I+II+RF) 
Com12osite Unit 
Hith Pedal Loom Handloom 300 206.13 ~/340/ 214.62 
(Stages I to IV) 300 
With Power Loom Hand loom 300 182.14 §:./340/ 186.25 
(Stages I to IV) 300 
Note: ~/ Working days for Spinning/Weaving. 
The total operating costs needed by the Service Centre, the 
ATD~ pedal and the KVIC hand-spinning remain the saoe at boti 
levels of productivity. This is because , the productivity level 
ta~en for the expected and the actual levels is actually the pro-
ductivity level o~served. The total operating costs for these 
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technolo~ies are Tk.l54.67 million, Tk.l63.92 million and 
Tk.222.53 million respectively. The operating costs for the 
RF~ power spinnin~ at the expected an~ the estimated actual level 
of productivity are Tk.l38.91 million and Tk.l44.08 million 
respectively i.e the operatin~ cost increases by 3.72 per cent 
due to changes in the productivity. At the estimated actual 
level of productivity, the RFC power spinning has the lowest re-
quirement of operating costs among all the intermediate spinning 
technologies. Its requirement is 12.10 and 35.25 per cent lower 
than the ATDA pedal and the KVIC hand-spinning respectivley. The 
operating costs of the intermediate spinnin~at the estimated 
actual level can be compared with the modern spinning technologies 
both of which supply yarn to the handloom weavers. It reveals 
that the AT~A pedal , the RFC power and the KVIC hand-spinning 
need between 42.8 to 45.7, 25.6 to 28.1 and 93.9 to 97.8 per cent 
more operating costs than the UK, Indian, Rumanian and the Japanese 
technology sonrces. The operating cost of the RFC Composite _peaa1. 
and pouer loom at the expected and the estimated actual 
productivity level are Tk.206.13 million and Tk.214.62 million, 
and Tk.l82.14 million and Tk.l86.25 million respectively • This 
indicates that the costs have increased with the different produc-
tivity levels by 4.12 and 2.25 per cent for pedal and power looms 
respectively. At the estimated actual productivity level, the 
operating costs for the pedal loom is about 15.23 per cent more 
than the power leo~ • Compared to the modern composite units, the 
RFC composite unit has operating costs requirements for the 
pedal and the power looms which are between 30 to 32.1 and 49.8 to 
52.25 per cent higher than the UK, Rumanian, Japanese and the 
Indian Cooposite units. 
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TRADITIO':AL TECWJOLOGY 
T~e operating costs required by the traditional techno-
logy comprises of four(4) cost EleQents rather than five, and 
would exclude power, fuel and water costs. The total operatinG 
costs required for the Pit and the C.R looms (Semi-automatic) 
would be estimated. separately. The operating cost requirements 
will build-up from the time of the start-up (i.e the 3rd year) 
and will reach ithe maximum level in the 6th year and remain 
constant thereafter throughout the project life-time. The pro-
ductivity level of the handloom weaving has been taken to be the 
actual level estimated from the survey of 214 handloom weavers 
and the operating costs have been calculated accordingly. 
Raw-Material Cost (Cost Element - I) 
The raw-material cost included the costs for yarn inputs and 
sizing materials • The yarn would be supplied by the modern, 
intermediate and the KVIC spinning mills. The amount of yarn which 
will be processed in the handlooru weaving have been estimated to 
provide the comparable scale of output (Q). The operating costs 
required for producing this quantity of yarn by the spinning t~ch­
nologies have already been established. The BTMC mill gate rrice 
of yarn is Tk.25.13 which includes Tk.24.78 and Tk.0.35 as ex-
factory price and excise duty respectively. The price would be 
maintained for the modern, intermediate and the KVIC technologies. 
It has been assumed that the Bangladesh Handloom Board would 
purchase and distribute the yarn to the handloom weavers. 
/ 
The Service Centre which entailed an additional 5 per cent on 
yarn price to,accornodat~ transportation,distribution and other 
costs • Ori the other hand ,the ha.ndloom. would require 10 per cent j 
on yarn price to cover such costs,when supplied by the modern sector 
due to long distributional channels and the handling 6f small 
quantity of materials. 10/However, when the yarn is supplied by the 
RFC and the KVIC spinning.uni~s, the additional c~st is~ssumsd,to 
be 5 per cent on the yarn price as the decentralised units are 
located near the handloom areas. The survey established the cost o~ 
10/ It has been discussed earlier in Chapter-2 that at present the 
handloom weavers ,in many cases,pay as much as 25-30 per cent 
above the yarn price. However,it has been assumed that if BHB 
supplies the yarn directly to the handloorn weavers, then they 
would pay 10 per cent above the ex-mill factory price, 
when supplied from the modern sector. 
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the Slzlng materials at Tk.o83 per lb.of yarn. The 
yearly build-up of the raw-material 
costs have been shown in the appendix 6. 24, while the table 6. 36 
below gives the maxicum requirement of the raw-material costs 
whic~s mentioned remains constant during the project life-tice :-
TABLE 6.36 















t•:a ter ial Cost 
160.25 
160 25 
The raw-material cost of both the Pit and the C.R looms is 
Tk.l60.25 million which is higher than the cost required by the 
modern and the RFC Composite units. This is because the input 
for the handloon is yarn instead of raw-cotton required by the 
Composite units, The yarn costs include ex-factory selling price 
and distribution and transportation costs • Although,yarn is also 
the input for the Service Centre, but the distribution ann the 
transportation costs for the Service Centre is relatively lower 
than the handloom • The ex-factory selling price already includes 
value-added upto the Ring-Finishing stage and also possible surplus. 
The use of the sizing materials in handloom weaving has been 
found to be much more than in the modern and the intermediate 
composite technologies as because their sizing operations are con-
ducted in a very small scale. 
Spares Cost (Cost Element - II) 
It has been observed during the handloom survey that the 
spares costs for the Pit and the C.2 looms vary .. This variation 
applies to different loom types. as well/e!thin the same kind-of 
looms and may also C.e_::Jenc_ on the kind of output and the lace. tion 
of the looms. However, the estimates of the spares costs have 
been based on the average annual consumption of spares and repairs. 
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It was found to be Tk.l80 ana Tk.225 for the Pit and the 
C.R looms respectively, which i~ ter~s of percentaGe of loom price 
may be expressed~as 20 (Pit looms) and 7.5 (C.R looms) per cent. 
The spares cost would accomodate any spares cost required for the 
preparatory machinery, howeve~, it h3.s been observed that except 
for the 'Drum'(for beam making) no other equipment requires any 
spares. The total cost required for spares have been calculated 
and given in the table 6.37 below. The spares costs incur from 
the 5th year as the loom and equipment price is inclusive of one 
year's spares price.(See appendix6.2~)3he spares costs is assumed t< 
remain constant durjng the life of the project. 
TABLE 6. 37 
_Annual Spare Costs -Of- Trad-itiona-l Technologies 









The spares cost of the Pit and the C.R looms are Tk.2.49 million 
and Tk.2.39 million respectively. The Pit loom has about 4.18 
per cent higher spares cost requirement than the C.R looms. The 
spares cost of the traditional technology include fuel and 
lubrication costs. The handloom technology uses kerosene oil and 
wax for lubricating the looms. 
Labour and Administrative Costs (Cost Element -III) 
The wages cost of the traditional handloom technologies have 
been estimated from the survey mentioned before. The total wage 
cost could be calculated by using the already es~ablished annual 
wages (See Wag~s and Salarie~ in combination with the number of 
operatives required to achieve the comparable scale of output~). 
It has been assumed that the traditional sector 
weaver 
would not require any adminstrative cost as the handloom;would 
get their yarn from the Eandloom P.oard's t·:arketing and Distribution 
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Centre andwould return the finished product to the Centre. 
The wage cost would 
depend on the amount of finished product, and would therefore 
vary according to production build-up from the start-up time 
till the full production level is reached. The total wages cost 
for Pit and C.R looms is shown in table 6.38 below :-
TAELE 6. 38 
_Annual .Spare Costs __ pf _ _ Traditional TechnoloE:ie s 
(In Million Taka) 
Types of Total v:age Cost Total v!age Cost Total \·!age 
Technolor: ie s of Preu.Operative of the Weavers Cost 
Pit looms 19.00_ 50.12 69.13 
C.R looms 18.23' 20.12 ~8_. 36 
The total wages cost of the pit and the C.R looms are Tk.69.13 
million and Tk.68.36 million respectively. The wage cost of the 
pit loom is marginally higher i~e about 1.13 per cent. The total 
wages cost for the weavers are the same for both the looms , as the 
weaving wages are based on the number of yards woven. Eowever, 
because of the high level of production of the C.R loom its 
weavers earn about 30 per cent more than the/pit loom weavers. 
Other Costs (Cost Element -IV) 
The traditional technologies have been to assumed to entail 
no administrative cost. It is the handloom weavers who will buy 
the yarn from the Bangladesh Handloom Eoard Distribution and then 
sell the finished product (grey cloth) back to the Board. This 
the weavers can do on the market day. Eowever, to accomodate 
incidental expenses and repairs of the working shed a fixed amount 
would be taken for maintenance and miscellaneous costs. This cost 
has been estimated for the Pit and the C.R looms as Tk.l5 and Tk.20 
per loom respectively. and would be incurred in the 4+;.., V.I.J. year. It 
would , however, re~ain constant over the project-life. The 
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table 6. 39shows the total requirement of the 'other costs' by 
the Pit and the C.R looms : 
TABLE 6. 39 
Annual 'Other' Operating Costs of the Traditional Technologies 

















The total annual 'other' costs of the Pit and the C.R looms 
are Tk. 207 and 213 thousand respectively. Compared to the 
modern and intermediate technologies, these costs are signifi-
cantly low. Low costs entailed by the traditional sector is due to 
its very little requirement of overhead costs. 
Annual 
Tota~Operating Cost of the Traditional Technologies 
I 
The total operating cost for the Pit and the C.R loom have 
been found by combining the cost elements I to IV as established 
above. The operating cost for the year 5 when it reaches its 
maximum has been shown in table 6.40. The yearwise build-up of 
the cost has been given in the appendix 6.24. 
TABLE 6. 40 






the Traditional Technologies 
Taka) 
Total Operatini 




The toal operating costs of the Pit and the C.R looms are 
Tk.232.08 million and Tk.231.21 million respectively. The 
operating costs of the Pit loom is marginally higher i.e only 
by 0.37 per cent. 
The operating costs of the two looms do not vary significantly 
as the differentials between their cost elements are not prominent. 
The raw-material costs, for instance, which is about 70 ,Per cent 
of the total operating costs is identical for both the loom types. 
The other major costs also do not vary noticeably as the prepara-
tory sub-processes are common for both the looms, and the 
weaving payments are made .on the cloth woven per yard. 
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Revenue of the Alternative Technologies. 
There would be three sources of revenue, from the inter-
mediate output(yarn), the final output (Grey cloth) and 
finally from the saleable waste cotton. The sources of revenue 
for the spinnig unit are yarn and waste cotton, while for the 
composite unit, these are grey fabric and waste cotton. All the 
modern and the intermediate technologies except the Service 
Centre would have revenue from the wastages. The Service Centre 
and the handloom would not have any revenue from waste cotton 
as their input is intermediate product i.e yarn. As the 
alternative technologies have different waste levels their 
revenue from the wastages would vary accordingly. The ex-factory 
price of yarn and grey fabric have been estimated from the BTMC, 
for the exact quality of the yarn and the construction of the 
fabric. The price per lb. of yarn and per sq.yd. of grey cloth 
is estimated to be Tk.24.78 and Tk.6.50 respectively. As the 
output level of the grey cloth is taken to be identical for 
all the technologies, therefore the revenue received from the 
grey cloth would also be the same. However, the revenue from 
the yarn would vary, as input to the Service Centre and the 
handloom technologies are different (see table 5.28). Table 
6.41 shows the maximum revenue ( at full production level) of 
the modern , intermediate and traditional technologies (see 
appendix 6.25) in the 5th year which -~remain constant over 
the life of the project. 
The revenue of the modern spinning unit is Tk.l39.94 million 
and Tk.l4l.Omillion when supplying yarn to the Service Ce tre 
and the handloorn weavers respectively. The difference in the 
revenue between is significant and is due to the difference in 
the input requirement. The revenue of the RFC power spinning 
is identical to the modern spinning as they supply identical 
qua~ity of input to the handloorn weavers and have the same 
wastage levels. The revenue of ATDA pedal and the KVIC hand-
spinning are Tk.l4l.Om and Tk.l41.23 million respectively, and 
again the variation in the revenue is insignificant. The revenue 
TABLE 61 
REVENUE FROM ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
(In Million Taka) 
Modern Technolog~ Intermediate Technolog~ Tradition 
SPINNING COMPOSITE SPINNING COMPOSITE Technology Pedal Power Hand 
~/Input to Input to Modern Input to Input to Input to Pedal/Power Pit/C.R 
S.Centre Handloom WeavinR Handloom Handloom Handloom Loom Loom 
Wastage 1.51 l. 53 l. 48 1.64 1.53 1.76 l. 49 
Intermediate Out~ut 
Yarn(million lbs) 5.59 5.63 - 5.63 5.63 5.63 
Price/lb(Taka) 24.78 24.78 - 24.78 24.78 24.78 I 
Revenue from Yarn 139.43 139.47 139.47 139.47 139.47 
--a - - - 0 
I 
Sub-Total 139.94 141.00 1.48 141.11 141.00 141.00 l. 49 
Final Out2ut 
Grey Cloth(million 
square yards) - - 37.13 - - - 37,13 37.13 
Price/sq.yd(Taka) 6.50 - - - 6.50 6.50 
Revenue from Cloth 241.34 - - - 241.34 241.34 
Sub-Total 241.34 - - - 241.34 241.34 
TOTAL 139.94 14l.oo 242.82 141.11 141.00 141.00 242.83 241.34 
Note: ~/ S.Centre Sevice Centre. 
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of the modern,RFC composite (pedal and power looms) 
and the handloom (pit and C.R looms) are Tk.242.82m, Tk.242.83m 
and Tk.241.34 million respectively. The revenue of the moeern 
and the RFC composite units are almost the same, however, the 
revenue of the handloom is 99.39 per cent of them. This 
difference is due to the additional revenues receive from the 
wastage by the modern and· RFC:•composite_ .Cechnologies. 
